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Our grateful thanks go to everyone who has so
willingly contributed to this anthology. First and foremost
come the writers who have contributed such a wonderful
range of pieces. John Carey, Chairman of the judges in 2003,
took time out from his punishing one-book-a-day regime to
look at the changes in literary fiction since he last chaired the
judges in 1982; Yann Martel similarly found time in his hectic
worldwide schedule to tell us what it has meant for him to win
The Man Booker Prize. Every contributor has been amazingly
generous with their time and their perceptions, and our
thanks go to them all.
Linden Lawson has proved to be an eagle-eyed copy-editor
and we are grateful to her and to Helen Ewing for her distinctive and elegant design work. Mackays of Chatham are to
be thanked for printing the anthology at cost while Paper
Management Services Ltd and Stora Enso have most generously provided the paper free of charge.
Our thanks go to Logos for allowing us to reproduce the
article Sir Michael Caine originally wrote for the magazine in
1996.
Ion Trewin has, as ever, given generously of his time and
professional expertise in his role as editorial consultant. Both
he and Martyn Goff have been invaluable sources of reference
on the history of The Man Booker Prize.
The Man Group is to be thanked for agreeing to underwrite the costs of producing this anthology. The 35th
anniversary of the prize marks the second year of their sponsorship and we are very grateful to them for their generous
and sympathetic support.
Finally our thanks go to the dedicated team at Colman
Getty PR which has co-ordinated the book on our behalf.
The Booker Prize Foundation
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Introduction
JONATHAN TAYLOR
2002 saw the opening of a new chapter for The Booker Prize. Towards
the end of the previous year the Big Food Group, into which the old
Booker food business had merged, concluded that it was no longer
appropriate for it to support the prize; but, after thirty-three years of
sponsoring the prize, the company wanted to ensure that it passed into
suitable hands which would secure its long-term independence and preserve its character and integrity.
The announcement triggered a very busy year. The first step was the
formation of a new charity, the Booker Prize Foundation, to which
responsibility for the prize was transferred. The Foundation, in turn, is
supported by an Advisory Committee on which all elements of the literary supply chain are represented.
The next step was for the Foundation to identify and secure an appropriate new sponsor who would share the vision and mission of what is
the English-speaking world’s leading literary prize. The new sponsor
would also need to provide a secure financial footing for the future operation and administration of the prize. We were absolutely delighted
when the Man Group, led by Harvey McGrath and Stanley Fink, came
forward and a new five-year sponsorship agreement was concluded.
As a consequence of these new arrangements much has changed, but
much also remains unchanged. The prize is now called The Man Booker
Prize. The prize money has been very substantially increased: from
£20,000 to £50,000 for the winner and from £1,000 to £2,500 for each
shortlisted author. Additional resources have also been made available to
provide better remuneration for the judges, and there are important
plans to strengthen our work with libraries and other outreach activities.
What remains unchanged is the commitment to the independence,
integrity and importance of the prize. The Man Booker Prize will go
from strength to strength.
Jonathan F. Taylor,
Chair, Booker Prize Foundation
More information at www.themanbookerprize.com
9
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A New Chapter –
The Man Booker Prize
HARVEY MCGRATH
Announcing the search for a new sponsor at a time when the world’s
economies are mired in recession might be seen as a high-risk strategy.
But The Booker Prize is different; profile and credibility established over
more than thirty years ensured that there was no shortage of potential
sponsors when it became known that a new financial backer was needed
for the prize. The announcement in April 2002 that Man Group had won
this coveted sponsorship, paying £500,000 per annum for an initial fiveyear period, brought a new and, to many, unfamiliar name into the
literary spotlight.
Originally established as a sugar broker in the eighteenth century,
Man Group has, since March 2000, focused exclusively on the financial
markets. The Group employs over 1,900 people in fifteen countries, with
key centres in London, Switzerland, New York, Chicago, Paris and Singapore. It was listed on the London Stock Exchange in 1994 and became
a member of the blue-chip FTSE 100 index in September 2001.
Man Investments, the Asset Management division of the Group, is
a world leader in the fast-growing field of alternative investments,
providing private client and institutional investors access to a range
of alternative asset classes including hedge funds, private equity, leveraged finance and convertible bonds. Man Financial, the Brokerage
division, is one of the world’s leading providers of brokerage services in
futures and options for both institutional and private clients, and an
intermediary in the world’s metals, foreign exchange and equities
markets.
At first glance there may not seem to be an obvious ‘fit’ between Man
and The Booker Prize. But, as negotiations between the two parties soon
showed, there are a number of common themes that make the combination of Man Group and The Booker Prize irresistible. Both have been
established for many years – in the case of Man Group, since 1783, a year
when perhaps the single most important piece of literature produced
was the Treaty of Versailles, which brought the American War of Independence to a close by formally recognising the United States of
America. We each jealously guard our reputations for quality, independence and integrity – and we have both been known to court controversy
from time to time. And The Booker Prize is widely regarded as the Blue
10
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   ‒    
Riband event in the literary world, matching Man’s status as a constituent
of the FTSE 100 index.
Above everything else, however, the defining characteristic that
makes this sponsorship work is our shared view of the future for The
Man Booker Prize. Man strongly supports the desire of the Trustees to
broaden the scope and reach of the prize and, in particular, their objective to bring people into contact with it at an earlier stage. But we are
acutely conscious of, and are committed to upholding, the quality and
integrity of the prize, recognising that it is this above all else that keeps
The Man Booker Prize at the heart of the literary industry. Those commentators who feared for the future of the prize in the hands of a
commercial sponsor are able to rest easy.
In return, what does the Man Booker sponsorship bring to Man
Group? Profile is the first answer. Although Man is one of the UK’s
largest companies, awareness of the Group is comparatively low, and a
high-profile sponsorship represents one very obvious way to address this.
Every year, the prize creates acres of newsprint, from the announcement
of the judges through the long- and shortlist
stages to the award dinner itself in October.
‘Winning The
This commentary is not just confined to
the UK. Eligibility for The Man Booker Prize
Booker Prize is now
may be restricted to Commonwealth authors,
widely regarded as
but the event itself attracts worldwide recognition, in particular in the USA, continental
the literary world’s
Europe, the Far East and beyond – all territoequivalent of
ries that are important to Man’s business. In
business terms, we believe that the type of
winning the
wealthy people who are likely to want to take
advantage of Man’s products and services –
national lottery.’
either as individuals or on behalf of an investSunday Business (1996)
ment bank or pension fund – are typically
those whose sophistication in their choice of
reading matter matches their financial
acumen. So the sponsorship brings the Group increased profile globally,
and supports our wider marketing activity both in the UK and internationally.
One question I have been asked a number of times is whether we considered making our support contingent on a change of name – to, say,
The Man Prize for Literature. The answer is a resounding ‘no’. We have
always seen the recognition that the prize already enjoys as being very
beneficial; it has enabled us to develop the profile of the new Man
Booker Prize more quickly than would have been the case from a stand11
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ing start, with a brand new name. As I have already said, the Booker
name has a very strong heritage in literary circles, and we believe that we
will see greater gains more quickly from a jointly branded event than
would be the case with a completely new name.
So the relationship between Man and The Booker Prize is very much
a meeting of minds, and one in which all parties benefit. We are proud
to have become a part of the rich history of the prize, and salute everyone – sponsors, administrators, readers, pundits and, above all else, the
authors – who have helped it to become a defining feature of our literary
landscape over the last thirty-five years.
Harvey McGrath joined Man in 1980 from Chase Manhattan Bank,
where he specialised in trade and commodity finance. Appointed Chief
Executive in 1990, he managed Man’s listing on the London Stock
Exchange in 1994 and its subsequent transition from a commodity trader
into a focused, global alternative asset manager. He was appointed Chairman of Man Group in 2000. He is also active in the voluntary sector.

In 1993 Roddy Doyle’s
winning book Paddy Clarke
Ha Ha Ha sold 27,000 copies
in hardback within half an
hour of bookshops opening
on the day after the
announcement.

12
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The Booker Story
SIR MICHAEL H. CAINE
The Booker Prize can trace its origin, through quirks of history and the
imaginativeness of one individual, to James Bond and the attainment of
political freedom in Guyana.
The imaginative individual was a Scotsman called Jock Campbell
(later Lord Campbell of Eskan) who in 1945 became Managing Director
of the Booker company, which then had most of its business in Guyana.
A man of enormous energy, intelligence and human understanding,
Campbell was deeply conscious of the wrongs and hurts of slavery and
the complex relationships of the African and East Indian populations in
Guyana.
Jock Campbell, who was an active supporter of independence movements, soon transformed Booker from a typical colonial business into a
thriving enterprise esteemed by employees, shareholders and customers.
At the same time, realising that an expatriate-owned business producing
around thirty-five per cent of Guyana’s gross domestic product had a
limited future, Campbell turned his attention to the UK, where he
extended Booker’s business into rum marketing, food distribution, engineering, shipping and other activities.
One day, Jock learned that Ian Fleming, an old friend and golfing
partner, had been given not much more than a year to live. Over a drink
at the ‘nineteenth hole’, Fleming sought Campbell’s advice about securing his estate for his family by selling his interest in the James Bond
novels.
Income tax at that time, at Fleming’s level of income, was almost
equivalent to confiscation. Jock recommended a merchant bank, but in
his bath next morning thought to himself: ‘Wait a moment. I know a
knowledgeable tax accountant and a tax lawyer. Couldn’t Booker make
something of this?’ The consequent deal was to the substantial advantage
of both Ian Fleming and Booker plc and to the substantial disadvantage
of the Exchequer.
This was the beginning of Booker’s ‘Authors’ Division’ which, taking
advantage of a loophole in the UK Finance Act, soon added to its portfolio the copyrights of a galaxy of writers, including Agatha Christie,
Dennis Wheatley, Georgette Heyer, Robert Bolt and Harold Pinter.
As Tom Maschler relates elsewhere, The Booker Prize took its inspiration from France’s Prix Goncourt. Seventeen years later, Le Figaro
referred to the Goncourt as the ‘French Booker’. The wheel had turned
13
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full circle. Admittedly, our motives were somewhat different from those
of the Prix Goncourt. Jock Campbell had gathered around him a number
of young executives who combined their business ambitions with intellectual interests. Jock himself had read widely and voraciously. As a
young man, his prowess in solving Torquemada’s crossword puzzles in
The Observer led to his being asked by Torquemada’s widow to edit a
book of his 112 best puzzles. But the main reasoning was commercial.
The investments in the Authors’ Division were making very high returns.
Also, the further publicity might contribute to publicising Booker’s
growing investments in the UK as they withdrew from the developing
world.
In the first few years, the prize was sponsored by Booker and the Publishers Association. Although the latter contributed no financial support,
its guidance was important in the early days of the prize. From the beginning, the Management Committee was a mixture of Booker nominees
and publishers. Gradually, representation became more formal, with two
publishers, hardback and paperback; an author; a librarian; a bookseller;
plus Booker directors and executives. The Committee’s main tasks were
to frame and revise the rules, and to choose the judges each year.
The guiding principles of the prize were simple. First, it would be a
cash award (at the start £5,000) for the best novel in the English language,
written by a Commonwealth or Irish citizen, and published in the UK.
The inclusion of the Commonwealth reflected Booker’s interests. We
had, over the years, given financial assistance to Guyanese artists and
writers.
Secondly, there would be five judges as a rule, one of whom would be
Chairman. Every title submitted would be considered by all the judges.
A sieving committee has never been used. Narrowing the entries to
potential winners is itself a major task for the judges, which would be
reduced if publishers had greater self-criticism. However, judges find it
possible quickly to weed out non-starters. The judges were to change
each year, so that a wide spectrum of views and interests were secured. I
have always been sure that the prize cannot itself be judged on the award
of a single year. It has to be evaluated on what it has achieved over a
number of years.
The third guiding principle limits each publisher to a fixed number of
entries, with judges able to call in a set number of novels which had not
been submitted.
In 1971, the administration of the prize transferred to the National
Book League (which, since 1986, has been known as Book Trust) with its
Director – later, Chairman – Martyn Goff as the administrator. Martyn
14
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has had two contrasting roles. In one he has been the permanent cool
centre at Management Committee meetings, raising points for discussion
and decision through his wide-reaching antennae in the literary world
among authors, publishers, media, critics and academics. He also issues
invitations to those whom the Management Committee decides to
approach to be judges or chairmen. All of this he has done with great
care and sensitivity, although sometimes disconcerted by the procrastination of some of those invited.
Martyn has always attended judges’ meetings, essentially to act as a
source of information, especially on the rules. Probably, also, he has
helped them to keep to timetables. (No record has ever been taken of the
meetings of judges. At one point, the BBC were keen to film the final
meeting, when the winner is chosen. The Management Committee
decided against such a proposal on the grounds that a fly-on-the-wall
camera would affect what the judges said, and perhaps even what they
decided.)
Martyn’s second role has been to arouse the interest of journalists and
diary columnists in some aspect of the year’s happenings – never saying
sufficient to give an official view, but always sufficient to start the journalists hunting the hare.
The Management Committee is responsible for reviewing the rules of
the prize. Sometimes a new definition is needed. Early on, some distinction had to be made between a short story, a novella and a novel. At first,
we left it to the judges, but later inserted in the rules the phrase that a
novel was a ‘substantial and unified work of fiction’. We did leave to the
judges any distinction required between ‘fiction’ and ‘faction’, and did
not change this after they awarded the prize to Thomas Keneally’s
Schindler’s Ark in 1982.
Most important, the Committee decides whom to invite as judges and
chairman for the following year. My main guidance was to try and have
a chairman with a national reputation; who would be acceptable to the
other judges; who would be conscientious in his or her duties; and would
make a lively and useful speech at the dinner. After the 1982 dinner, we
published Professor John Carey’s speech on ‘The State of the Novel’ as a
pamphlet. Since then, the dinner has been more social and the afterdinner speeches perhaps more light-hearted.
I was always keen that we should not have unknown people as judges.
My greatest anxiety was about the balance of the judges – gender, age,
practitioner or critic, Left or Right – and asked that this balance should,
when necessary, outweigh the choice of even a highly qualified individual. To widen perspectives, we have included non-UK citizens among the
judges. I was always clear that we could never hope for an ideal combi15
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nation each year, but felt that the selection of judges should achieve a
proper balance over a number of years. In the end, the Management
Committee always decided relatively easily whom we should invite. We
tended not to resort to majority voting. Rather one Committee
member’s blackball was sufficient to discard a prospect. As Chairman,
my view was often decisive between two wholly acceptable suggestions.
At the June meeting of the Management Committee each year, the
chairman of the judges has always been a guest, so that he or she could
meet the sponsors and be satisfied that the total responsibility for selecting the shortlist and the winning title rested with the judges. I was almost
always asked by the new chairman: ‘What do you, or what does Booker,
seek in the winner?’ My answer was always the same: ‘I hope that some
winners will be A level set books in twenty years’ time.’
For many years, following a suggestion by Ian Norrie, then the bookseller member of the Management Committee, the final meeting of the
judges has been held on the afternoon of the dinner, so that the chances
of leaks are minimised and suspense is heightened. Naturally, judges have
often disagreed on the winner and I have always welcomed this. I never
believed that any novel would receive unanimous support. Such is not the
stuff of fiction.
The dinner, in the historic and resplendent Guildhall (now in the
British Museum), is the climax of the Booker year. Originally the award
ceremony was a reception. Then, as its significance and relevance began
to appeal nationally and public regard for the standing of the prize
increased, the affair became a dinner.
At first, the Management Committee organised both the award procedures and the ceremony. Gradually, the ceremony and its form became
a wholly Booker matter. The costs bear this out. In the beginning, the
selection process and the prize were seventy per cent of the costs and the
ceremony thirty per cent. Since then, these proportions have been
reversed.
Over the years, many ancillary issues have arisen. At various times, we
considered replicating the prize in other countries. We looked carefully
at the US, but concluded that the sheer size was too great and correspondingly expensive. In my view, one of the reasons for our success in
the UK has been that the Booker judges have been well regarded by the
British public. In the US, it would have been difficult with five judges (and
more would be unwieldy) to have satisfied the multiplicity of regional,
cultural or ethnic interests.
Surprisingly, the replication of The Booker Prize finally took place in
1992, when The Booker Russian Novel Prize was launched with substan16
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tial help from the British Council and in particular from John Crowfoot,
secretary of the Russian Management Committee. It does seem to have
encouraged Russian writers; certainly debate on the merits and demerits
of Russian fiction has been encouraged.
Foreign media interest, particularly in the Commonwealth, has
proved to be a benefit. The most interesting and knowledgeable meeting
I ever had on The Booker Prize was in the Macaulay Club in Calcutta. It
seems that Indian readers in English have more time – and, perhaps, inclination? – to read books than their counterparts in the UK. We have also
been heartened by the fact that The Booker has encouraged similar literary prizes throughout the world – in Europe, America, the Far East and
even back in the UK.
A critical year in the publicity for the prize was 1981, when BBC Two,
under the leadership of Brian Wenham, provided the first live television
coverage on an annual basis, with Alan Yentob as producer. This gave
The Booker Prize a major boost. It became a topic of conversation at
many dinner parties outside Hampstead.
In 1994, the Cheltenham Festival of Literature, on Ion Trewin’s and
Gillian Beer’s suggestion, backed an event in which a distinguished literary panel selected the ‘Booker winner’ amongst novels published a
hundred years earlier. It has since become an annual fixture.
The authors, of course, are the stars, and we have had every reaction
from gracious modesty to ideological rejection. I have always been sympathetic to the strain that Booker places on authors, who are invited to a
dinner where four or five of them have to handle their disappointment
under the television cameras. Television secures powerful publicity. It can
also be cruel. The consolation is that Booker expands the sales of every
novel shortlisted.
Over the years, since the prize was launched, the Booker company itself
has changed substantially. Yet there has been lasting continuity in much
of its approach. Inevitably, my own perspective on The Booker Prize has
not always been shared by my colleagues. After my retirement, I saw a
comment by a senior executive that the prize was not raising the standard
of literature. This was in 1994, when James Kelman’s How late it was, how
late was the winner. Raising the standard of novel-writing had never
crossed my mind. I was merely playing a part in Booker’s efforts to raise
awareness of the English-language novel – and of Booker.
I remember another time when a shareholder protested that ‘novels
are for entertainment and uplift and should have a happy ending’, and
added that ‘Booker should give a prize for novels of the civilised way of
life’. How, I wondered, would Charles Dickens, Joseph Conrad or
17
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Graham Greene have fared, if this were the criterion? However, even Jock
Campbell, in his later years, expressed the wish that the modern literary
novel had ‘better story-lines’.
My hope for the future is that the prize will continue to draw attention to British and Commonwealth fiction. While a pattern has been
established, I hope it will allow further innovation and development. Naturally, there will be changes in the external circumstances and in the
management of Booker, the effect of which will, I trust, be increased
stature for a prize which has stood the test of time for more than one
generation.
Over my years in Booker, there were only two Board decisions regarding the prize. The first, to found the prize, was uncontested. It was seen
as imaginative and beneficial to all concerned and struck a strongly sympathetic chord. The second decision was at the end of the first five years,
which was the period to which the first decision committed. Costs had
grown. After some debate, the Board agreed that the prize should continue although, even then, the benefits to Booker shareholders were
difficult to identify or even define.
With the success of the prize, Booker sought to derive maximum
benefit from the sponsorship. All agreed that the prestige and adherence
to standards achieved by the prize contributed something to the regard in
which Booker was held within small elite groups, whether literary, in
government or in the City. It was much less clear whether nationally any
connection was made between Booker the business and Booker the
prize. At times, we wondered whether money should be spent to advertise the connection, but never felt that the results would justify the
expenditure, because Booker is not a household name, as it does not sell
consumer products under its own name. The prize was seen as a small
plus in 1983, when over eighty per cent of the Booker shareholders supported the management against a predatory takeover by the Dee
Corporation.
It is never easy to assess what is achieved by sponsorship or prestige
advertising. For some, the annual cost of Booker seems small in relation
to what other companies spend on arts sponsorship, but that kind of
sponsorship is a one-off event. The Booker Prize occurs every year. It’s
almost as if an endowment fund of £2 million had been established.
We have never been able to prove that our small shareholders in
Booker – Aunt Agatha in Newcastle or Uncle Harry in Glasgow – have
had conspicuous benefits from our expenditure, but we do have evidence
that they are often proud of the connection. I personally believe that
companies have many responsibilities. Profit and return for shareholders
are paramount, but not all-embracing. The Booker Prize has fulfilled
18
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Jock Campbell’s vision of the wider responsibilities of a corporation.
And, in the excitement of it all, Booker managers have had fascinating
experiences which add to their zest and vigour in the business world.
As Chairman of the Management Committee of the prize for nearly
twenty-five years, I feel that I followed the precepts of Mao Tse-tung: ‘Let
a thousand flowers bloom’ and ‘Bend with the wind.’ Fortunately, I have
never been angered by criticism of the prize or Booker’s part in it.
Perhaps one of the reasons that the prize has earned respect has been
that we often leaned a little one way or another in response to criticism,
whether from publishers, authors or the media. One point on which I
have remained adamant is that we have not been seeking, and will not
seek, to recognise or create bestsellers. If that was all we wanted, there
would be no need of judges. The Jeffrey Archers would win.
When we started The Booker Prize, UK literature looked a bit peaky
and down. I think The Booker has cheered it up, made it more vibrant,
by spending some money and achieving some publicity. Some do not
agree. One of the 1996 judges, A.N. Wilson, wrote in The Evening Standard soon after Graham Swift’s Last Orders had won the prize that The
Booker had died years ago and that ‘there should be no more Booker
Prizes’. In contrast, in 1995, when Pat Barker’s The Ghost Road was the
winner, Richard Todd wrote in his book, Consuming Fictions: ‘how vital
and robust English fiction has once more become. English fiction has
been invigorated by the pluralism that The Booker Prize pre-eminently
has encouraged…’.
Sir Michael Caine was Chief Executive of Booker plc from 1975 and
later Chairman until his retirement in 1993. Sir Michael died in March
1999. This article has been adapted and updated from a longer article
which originally appeared in Logos magazine in 1996.

‘I think it must be one of the most attractive propositions for sponsorship ever. The Booker Prize is
the most famous arts sponsorship of all time.’
Colin Tweedy, Chief Executive of Arts & Business, commenting on
the forthcoming sponsorship of The Booker Prize on BBC Radio 4’s
Front Row in October 2001
19
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How it all Began
TOM MASCHLER
At the age of eighteen, during the autumn of 1951, I spent three months
in Paris. I well remember sharing in the excitement which surrounded
the literary prizes throughout that season. The Prix Goncourt above all,
but also the smaller ones. Virtually every evening the subject would come
up. Before the prizes were announced, the merits or demerits of the
winner were analysed. Within a brief period of the announcement, half
the people I met seemed to have read the Goncourt winner. Such intellectual fervour left a lasting impression on me.
A few years later, I found myself working in British publishing and I
learned that there were a number of literary prizes in England also. In
terms of extra sales generated by a book winning one of these prizes, the
most significant prior to The Booker Prize was probably the Somerset
Maugham Award. The winner might sell an additional 500 to 1,000
copies. Not much in comparison with the Goncourt winner, who might
expect to sell an additional 500,000 copies! No wonder that in England,
literary prizes were considered irrelevant.
When the opportunity arose, I used to speak of my French experience
and when I was invited by the Society of Young Publishers to give a talk
I took the opportunity to campaign for an English prize. My goal was not
simply to found a prize for the benefit of a winner, nor for the sake of the
bookshops, but to stimulate interest in serious British fiction as a whole.
I aspired to create a competitive (and a promotional) climate by announcing a shortlist each year. The aim was to catch the imagination of the
press followed by that of the public. My talk seemed to find favour.
Several people commented that, desirable as the scheme was, nothing
would happen unless I made it my business to find a sponsor. Once the
money was there the prize would be relatively easy to set up.
At first I found the idea of raising a substantial sum of money rather
daunting. But then it occurred to me that my company, Jonathan Cape,
had a relationship with a possible candidate, Booker Brothers. Booker
had set up a subsidiary to purchase the copyright in the work of certain
enormously successful authors such as Agatha Christie and Ian Fleming.
Given the fact that we published Fleming, I was aware of the degree of
financial success Booker had enjoyed from this venture. So I thought they
might be persuaded to plough a small percentage back into a literary
prize. Thus it was that my colleague, Graham C. Greene, and I went off
to see Charles Tyrell and John Murphy at Booker. We put our case and
20
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we were frank about the fact that the prize
‘It’s the most
would take several years to make a mark. We
important thing
pointed out that once it did so (as we were convinced it would), Booker might well find their
I’ve done in my
sponsorship something they could be proud of.
It might even have a commercial value. Messrs
career.’
Tyrell and Murphy said that they were personTom Maschler, founder
ally in favour but that they would have to
of The Booker Prize
discuss the proposition with their colleagues. A
formal agreement came through rather quickly
and then serious planning meetings began.
Of course it was several years before the prize became so important
that the event as a whole was televised. However, it made a mark right
from the start. I shall never forget our pride and joy when the very first
novel to win The Booker, P.H. Newby’s Something to Answer For, appeared
on the Evening Standard bestseller list. It was the first time that a British
novel had found its way onto a bestseller list purely as a result of winning
a prize. From the time that the prize was televised regularly, the impact
was such that not only the winner but also the shortlist appeared on the
bestseller list.
It is not for me to assess the achievements of the prize but I do believe
that it has richly fulfilled our hopes and ambitions. However, I have two
particular concerns. One is that on a number of occasions the winner
seems to have fallen far short of attaining our goal; it was inordinately
difficult to recognise the winner as ‘the best book’. Clearly this is a highly
subjective question. Nonetheless, some of the novels have been such very
strange choices that it is really difficult to make sense of them. My other
reservation is related to the question of secrecy. Keeping the winner a
secret until the dinner is an important element in suspense and in the
resulting media interest. If the outcome were known to the shortlisted
authors, they would have the choice of attending the dinner or not
attending at all. As things stand, the secrecy leads to considerable tension.
Though they have attempted to put a brave face on it, I have frequently
seen authors put through anguish. Such anguish that I cannot help thinking that it might be better for the secrecy to be abandoned.
Tom Maschler joined Jonathan Cape as Publishing Director in 1960,
when he was only twenty-six years old, and within a few years had
become Chairman. For some twenty-five years he published a large
number of the leading authors of our time.
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Behind the Scenes
ION TREWIN INTERVIEWS MARTYN GOFF
If Number 10 Downing Street recognised publishing as it does the City
then Martyn Goff would have been knighted a score of years ago. When
someone has been needed to run an industry good cause (the National
Life Story Collections), a trade body (Book Trust) or the nation’s premier
literary award (The Booker, or what is now in its thirty-fifth year called
The Man Booker Prize) then the cry has gone out: ‘get Martyn!’
Martyn Goff is one of the few in publishing with even a lesser honour,
an OBE, awarded in 1977. At that stage in his career his reputation had
been made as the founder and chairman of a remarkable event, the
Bedford Square Bookbang. Despite appalling weather that left this
Bloomsbury square’s gardens a quagmire, the 1971 Bookbang was an
innovative festival that caught the public imagination. Books and reading
became a national talking point.
The previous year Goff, whose background had been bookselling, latterly in Surrey, had become Director of the near-moribund National
Book League with an impressive Mayfair address, but not much of a role.
Within a few months the League (later renamed Book Trust) was asked
to take over the running of an infant literary award, The Booker Prize for
Fiction. In 1973 Goff became the prize administrator and thirty years
later is still at the helm. In the English-speaking world it is the brand
leader in literary prizes, knowing no rivals. And much of the credit must
go to Goff.
His eight decades have treated him well. His clothes sense, particularly in ties, is at the epicentre of fashion. Nothing outrageous, but
always memorable. As a board or committee chairman he cajoles, he
never confronts. He listens politely and then offers a view. His mood is
generally infectious. Whether or not others agree, he more often than
not gets his way. His is an impressive illustration of management by
equanimity. And as far as I know if he loses his temper it is only in private.
He does not make enemies.
Perhaps this explains why he has remained so much in demand. His
Who’s Who entry lists an impressive phalanx of organisations he has
served. As he enters his eighty-first year I count more than half a dozen
committees on which he serves, while still juggling the Man Booker Prize
administration and the executive chairmanship of the antiquarian booksellers, Sotherans, with its treasure trove of a shop off Piccadilly. It may
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be owned by a Rothschild, but it is no rich man’s plaything. Goff knows
that it has to be run as a business, just as he knows that among literary
prizes The Man Booker can never rest on its laurels. With a team of
advisers, he selects the judges and then ensures that they do their job
according to the rules. They must read the hundred or so entries, they
must attend meetings, they must not be allowed to get away with any
suggestion that it is ‘Buggins’ turn’. Each year Goff finds himself reminding judges that The Man Booker is given for a single novel by a British or
Commonwealth author. An author’s body of good work is not a consideration.
As he says, this rule pays off, allowing first novelists (the instantly successful Arundhati Roy or the now forgotten Keri Hulme, a name
considered by some as notorious in the Booker pantheon) to compete on
an equal footing with established writers. And he also copes with tact
when judges use their position to sound off with a soundbite. ‘I particularly felt this in 2002 when David Baddiel, in many ways a very good
judge, said, I think, some stupid things to the press about making it all
more popular and fun and was backed in this, amazingly, by the Chair,
Lisa Jardine, who is after all a professor; but nevertheless she couldn’t
resist. We’ve now got rid of, one of them said, we’ve got rid of that pretentious highbrow stuff. Purest nonsense of course.’
Goff is delighted by the way the status of the prize in world terms has
kept on growing. ‘It hasn’t happened by any trickery, it hasn’t happened
by any manufactured publicity, it has grown organically out of the
strength of the prize.’ He puts this down to choosing not only the right
judges, but also the right balance of judges.
The prize has often had politicians as chairmen. Some, like Kenneth
Baker and Douglas Hurd, have in Goff ’s estimation been good, others
less so. He smiles at the memory of Gerald Kaufman in 1999. ‘He was
too clever, more used to running select committees in the House of
Commons. He planned everything ahead meticulously, and then he
drove it through as a general would. The result was that, unknown to
me, he sent all the judges a note between the shortlist and the final
meeting asking for a list with the six books in order. When we got to the
meeting he said, “Right now two of the books have four votes each, the
others have got one or two votes. We can forget those.” I didn’t interfere;
perhaps I should, but one of the things I have learnt is the way the argument, particularly the last bit, can change people’s whole opinion of the
book. Boyd Tonkin and John Sutherland felt very strongly, because when
Gerald had gone to the loo and was out of the room, they turned to me:
“Martyn do we have to do this?” “Of course not,” I replied, “You don’t
have to do any of this. You say you want to discuss all six.” “Oh thank
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goodness,” they said. And then when Gerald came back they didn’t say
anything.’
He recalls one awkward moment that year. ‘I had no idea that Gerald
Kaufman only ate kosher food. I always put in my letter a line about
dietary requirements, but he hadn’t responded. So when he sent back the
first course at the first lunch I was talking to someone else. The waiter
smiled and said he would bring him back something else – and back he
came with a prawn cocktail.’
Goff has learnt by experience that the chairman should be a chairman. John Bayley (1994) was ‘a marvellous example of what a chairman
should not be – a wonderful judge but unfortunately the poorest chairman’. Then in 2002, ‘I became uneasy about Lisa Jardine, whom I admire
enormously as a person. She had her own views, which was good, but
she was determined to have her own way. That was fine, particularly in
view of the fact that a wonderful book (Yann Martel’s Life of Pi) won the
prize; but nevertheless the chairman is there to chair, to make sure that
other judges’ views all come into play and only at the last minute, so to
speak, that they have the casting vote.’
He is absolutely certain that the prize’s ongoing success can be pinned
to its simple ethos: award it to the novel that, in the opinion of the judges,
is the best of its year. Given that he has read just about every book that
has been submitted in the past thirty years he must, I suggest, be the bestread consumer of English fiction in the country. With a twinkle he
reminds me that for more than a decade he was also a regular fiction
reviewer for a national newspaper, adding perhaps another 200 more
novels a year. That could mean more than 5,000 novels overall.
It was this extra-curricular reviewing role that helped ensure that the
New Zealander, Keri Hulme, was even considered for the 1985 prize. To
Goff it remains one of the most extraordinary years in fiction. He had
met Hulme at a conference in Canada, where she had mentioned her
poetry but not that she’d written a novel. The Bone People is long, with
forty pages at the start that have proved unsurmountably difficult for
many readers. But Goff, while admitting it was ‘difficult to get into’, had
the patience to read and review it favourably, the first review it received.
He mentioned it to Norman St John-Stevas, the Booker Chairman that
year, who said that there was ‘no way he was going to read that rubbish’.
‘Norman’, I said, ‘it isn’t rubbish.’ ‘Well,’ he riposted, ‘it is highfalutin and
pretentious.’
St John-Stevas might have got his way, but at the first meeting of the
judges Jack Lambert (Literary Editor of The Sunday Times) said that
Hulme’s was ‘the most remarkable book’. Goff recalls that ‘Norman
then said he’d got to read it and did. Whether he really liked it or whether
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he suddenly realised the judges were sweeping that way and changed his
mind, I don’t know.’
Hulme’s first novel – and she has not published a second – continued
what had by then become a tradition: a Booker controversy. The first had
been 1972, the year John Berger (winning with G) announced that he was
giving half the prize (then worth £5,000) to the Black Panther movement
in protest at what he alleged were Booker’s colonialist policies running
sugar plantations in the West Indies. ‘I’m always sorry I missed the
Berger year, when I’m told that George Steiner got his way completely
against the other judges, Cyril Connolly (Chairman) and Elizabeth
Bowen.’
Two years later the entries included Kingsley Amis’s Ending Up. Elizabeth Jane Howard was one of the judges (and at the time was married to
Amis). At the shortlist meeting she announced to the other judges,
Antonia Byatt and myself as Chairman: ‘I had better leave the room; it is
easily Kingsley’s best book. It is a masterpiece. I’m parti pris here, but I
mustn’t influence you.’ Here was an example of Goff the administrator
at his best. His advice to Antonia and to me was straightforward: there
was nothing in the rules to prevent a judge’s spouse from winning, if we
felt it was the best book. In the end we shortlisted Ending Up, but gave the
prize to what proved to be the first Booker tie, Nadine Gordimer for The
Conservationist and Stanley Middleton for Holiday.
As administrator, Goff has had to create his own rules. ‘I felt that I
ought not to have an opinion about any of the books, but I ought to keep
things moving. To keep the judges within the rules. But over the years
one of the things I’ve learnt to understand is that the chemistry of the
personalities of the judges is more important than anyone believes.
People don’t understand when I say to them how could they have chosen
this or that because x actually couldn’t stand y and it was y who wanted
such and such a book. They don’t realise that as the judging goes on they
develop interpersonal relations which can just as well be interpersonal
dislike – Nicholas Mosley and Jeremy Treglown for instance in 1991
couldn’t stand each other and this led to Nicholas walking out.’
Goff feels that the judges now have an expectation. ‘Judges’, he says,
‘used to go into the judging very openly. “Let’s find the best book”, they
used to say. Now it’s gone way beyond that because it is reported frontpage all over the world. The judges go in loaded with a very different set
of values. I’ve noticed they are tense from the start. They are affected by
their own reputations. I have heard the phrase, “I’m sorry, there’s no way
I can be associated with that being shortlisted”. You know what’s worrying them – how could a particular book possibly be shortlisted when they
are a judge.’
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In an era when instant success is expected, it is salutary to recall
that it took a decade for The Booker Prize to take off, to make the front
page, to encourage readers to sample the shortlist, to read the winner.
The Booker directors were prepared to sit it out and wait, and the year
that changed everything was 1980, the year of Golding and Burgess. But
Goff thinks it had been building towards it. ‘It needed something, there
was a catharsis, two heavyweights, it was a good story to write. And
from then on people began to see it more and more as a competitive
thing.’
Goff recalls that Burgess made it very difficult. But over the years
myth and legend have taken over – that Burgess had a direct line from his
hotel awaiting the judges’ announcement, that he was at his home in
Monte Carlo waiting for the call from Goff at about 5 o’clock and then
he would come. ‘Logistically impossible, of course. It’s time for the truth
to be set down. In fact he was at the Savoy Hotel in London. He did say
to me that there was “no way I’m putting on evening dress and coming
unless I know I’ve won”. When the judging was over I rang him from the
Guildhall and told him that Golding (for Rites of Passage) had won, and he
said, “Right, Martyn, I’m not coming.”’
This was not the only case. ‘The year that Salman Rushdie didn’t win
with Shame, he was extremely rude to me as he came out of the men’s
room. I suddenly realised he was thinking I was a judge, but I took no
offence.’ Paul Bailey, shortlisted for Peter Smart’s Confessions in 1977, was
led to believe by gossip before the dinner that he had won. Goff remembers that he was, not surprisingly, desperately upset and cast down when
the winner was revealed as Paul Scott for Staying On. And that winner
was soon blagged by controversy when it was suggested that he had only
won because of his celebrated Raj Quartet, which preceded it, and not for
itself.
Rushdie’s Midnight’s Children (the 1981 winner) was criticised by some
as anti-British, but it went on to gain the accolade of The Booker of
Bookers in 1993. The year Thomas Keneally won with Schindler’s Ark
(1982) John Carey was Chairman. The judges (Frank Delaney, Lorna
Sage, Janet Morgan and Paul Bailey) were split very much between
Keneally (who had been thrice shortlisted in previous years) and William
Boyd (An Ice-Cream War). Goff: ‘The Chairman said, “Well, of course the
Keneally isn’t really a novel.” I cited the fact that the novel was a novel
because by shortlisting it they had made a decision, and the publisher was
publishing it as fiction. I told them,“You can’t change your mind; it is
fiction.”’
Schindler’s Ark became the bestselling Booker winner ever. The more
the controversy raged (The Sunday Times running angry pieces two weeks
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in a row), the more it sold. Spielberg’s film ten years later, Schindler’s List
(also the American title), ensured it sold another million copies.
There are some years that Goff recalls with a certain frisson. In particular 1983, when Fay Weldon was Chair, the vote was two for J.M.
Coetzee (Life & Times of Michael K) and two for Salman Rushdie (Shame).
‘Fay had to decide, but couldn’t! First she said she liked them equally.
Then she read passages from both to us, but the vote stayed where it was.
She then said, “Let’s talk about other things. I mean, it’s a nice sunny day,
isn’t it?” and so on. It was after 6 pm and I was going mad.
“Fay,” I said, “we must have a decision.” She looked at me blankly.
“But Martyn, you don’t seem to understand that at home I never make
decisions; my husband makes them all.”
“Well, you’re not at home now, Fay.” Long pause. Then: “I vote for
Rushdie.” I dashed across the room, dialled the PR people and – “Martyn,
STOP! I’ve changed my mind.” I put down the phone. She again asked
the other judges whether they had changed their views. “Then I vote for
Coetzee,” she said. I made number two dash to the phone. I did even hear
a new “Hold it a minute,” but ignored it.’
Looking back over more than three decades there is no doubt that
The Booker has changed the market not only for literary fiction, but also
for prizes. Before The Booker, unthinkable as it may seem, many literary
novels failed to go into paperback, but Peter Mayer, who arrived from
America as Chief Executive of Penguin in 1978, changed all that. He was
the first to recognise that The Booker could be marketed to attract a
mass audience. In the year of the Golding vs Burgess contest, Penguin
bought up the rights to most of the shortlist and had paperback editions
of six out of the seven shortlisted books in the shops as fast as the printers could produce them.
Whether the surge of prizes is necessarily a good thing is something
Goff ponders. Readers, he believes, now tend to rely on prizes to guide
them to their reading, whereas before they made up their own minds.
Had, I wondered, he ever been worried that Booker might have
become fed-up with the controversy that the prize engendered, that they
might have felt it somehow reflected badly on the company? ‘The only
nervousness I’ve had in all those years was the John Berger year. I was
worried; to have half the prize flung back in your face. I did wonder if the
Booker directors might say “Enough is enough.”’
Proof of the prize’s power as a brand came when the prize changed
sponsors. The Man Group were but one company who saw the attraction
of the prize. Just as Booker was a concern almost unknown outside the
City, so was the Man Group. Now, as we learn to talk about ‘who will win
this year’s Man Booker?’, the column inches about this City hedge fund
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group have spread way beyond the City pages. And Martyn Goff, for one,
doesn’t think that’s a bad idea at all.
Ion Trewin is Editor-in-Chief of Weidenfeld & Nicolson and the Orion
Publishing Group. As a former Literary Editor of The Times he was Chairman of the Booker judges in 1974. As Editorial Director of Hodder and
Stoughton he edited Thomas Keneally’s 1982 Booker Prize-winning
novel, Schindler’s Ark. He has served on the Advisory Committee of The
Booker Prize since 1989.
Martyn Goff had his own bookshops from 1946 to 1979. In 1970 he
became Director of The National Book League (Book Trust), a post he
held for eighteen years. He was a Daily Telegraph fiction reviewer for
twelve years and had a radio programme on LBC for five. Martyn has
written eighteen books, nine of which are fiction. A member of the
Booker Prize Advisory Committee since 1972, he is now Chairman of
the antiquarian bookseller Henry Sotheran Ltd. Martyn celebrated his
eightieth birthday in 2003.

‘Everything that’s best in British and Commonwealth literature is in the performing arts – theatre,
television, and films, all light years ahead of the
poor old British novel, which seems stuck in the
1950s, and which nobody I know bothers to read.’
David Hare

‘That’s The Booker
Prize for you – a grand
folly on the horizon of
each literary year.’

‘A cultural institution
of incomparable
influence.’
The New Yorker (1997)

Nicci Gerrard in
The Observer (1993) )
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‘I used to say that The Booker Prize was a bit artificial, but I have changed my mind in the last 15
minutes. Now I feel it is a wonderful indication of
literary merit.’
Kingsley Amis’s verdict on The 1986 Booker Prize, which he had just
won with The Old Devils

‘Like being in a car
accident.’

‘It was as if I was
kicked into a dream’

Peter Carey on winning with
Oscar and Lucinda (1988)

Ben Okri on winning with The
Famished Road (1991)

‘Jesus, I don’t know if this is good, bad or indifferent. But it makes my friends smile.’
Roddy Doyle after winning with Paddy Clarke Ha Ha Ha (1993)

‘Because I have a
massive hangover.’

‘For a short time, I was
a legend in my own
lunchtime.’

Graham Swift explaining why
he couldn’t name his favourite
authors on BBC Radio 4 the
morning after winning with
Last Orders (1996))

Michael Ondaatje, joint winner
of The 1992 Booker Prize with
The English Patient
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The Silence and the Fury:
Winning the 2002 Man Booker Prize
YANN MARTEL
My life as a writer was a quiet thing. The rumination over words, the
occasional muttering out loud of a sentence to see if it sounded right, the
paragraphs that accumulated as discreetly as money in a Swiss bank
account, the new ideas that exploded soundlessly in my head, the hours
and months of work that went by in solitude, interrupted only by the
ringing of the phone or my stomach grumbling – it was all about as noisy
as water bubbling away on a stovetop.
Then came The Man Booker Prize 2002.
It’s true that art is communication, is expression. The artist works in
isolation ultimately to share something with the world, something that
will fill the world with wonder. That’s the ambition, the trust, the faith
that the writer hopes the world will not break: I will work in silence so
that eventually you will listen in silence.
Every serious writer hopes to see this faith recognized in some way at
some time, whether in the form of a good review, an invitation to a festival – or a prize. I don’t write to be reviewed well, to go to the So-and-So
Literary Festival or to win Prize X, and I doubt any writer does, but the
reviews, the invitations, the prizes are tokens of a faith that art matters.
Alas, that faith is sometimes hard, very hard, to keep alive. How many
writers toil away for years and for nothing? How many good books
vanish without a trace? Too, too many not to make the whole endeavour
seem foolish and soul-killing. It happens that the silence that surrounds
the writer becomes permanent, engulfs the writer forever.
And sometimes, when the writer has not only talent but luck, the
silence is broken by a great deal of noise.
I was very happy to be on the longlist for The Man Booker Prize. It
meant some unbiased intelligent strangers in the United Kingdom had
taken note of my effort, of my improbable story of a boy in a lifeboat
with a tiger.
The news came to me in Winnipeg, where I was attending a literary
festival: I had made the shortlist. I was jubilant. Things were heating up.
At the same time, it was horrible. Because now I couldn’t help but take
the whole thing more seriously. I couldn’t help following the ups and
downs of the betting odds. For weeks I would feel like a racehorse.
The night itself, well, that was by moments crushing and by moments
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exhilarating, depending on which way the wind of my mood was
blowing. By 9.45 pm I’d had enough and I couldn’t finish my dessert. I’d
had enough of not looking one way to avoid the gaze – that would chill
me or thrill me – of one jury member or looking that way to avoid the
same gaze from another jury member. I imagine the rest of the writers
on the shortlist – Rohinton Mistry, William Trevor, Sarah Waters, Tim
Winton, Carol Shields’s daughter who was representing her mother – felt
the same way. I just wanted it to be over with.
Then, at 10.25 pm, with unexpected pithiness, Lisa Jardine, the head
of the jury, said it: ‘The winner of the 2002 Man Booker Prize is Life of Pi,
by Yann Martel.’
I gather my reaction was considered quite un-Britannic by some,
perhaps even Roberto Begnini-ish: I raised my arms, jumped up, and
shouted, ‘Yes! Yes!’ Everyone at my table was up, too. The chairs were
suddenly in the way. I couldn’t get to everyone fast enough to hug them
and kiss them.
Suddenly, time, which had been moving like a geology, went whoosh!
In short order followed:
A kidnapping by the BBC and a blur of interviews.
Phone calls till late at night.
A tsunami of e-mails.
Then in the weeks that followed:
More e-mails, conveying congratulations, questions, invitations,
offers.
More phone calls.
Offers of publication from every book-publishing corner of the earth.
What has it all meant, finally?
To me as a person, nothing. I am the same person I was before. In my
experience of it so far, fame and fortune is not felt the same way happiness or loneliness is felt. It remains something from the outside that
intrudes upon me – not necessarily in a negative way, but definitely in an
external way, not generated from within, not felt in my core. It comes in
the form of permanently increased busyness, or in the strange attentions
of strangers, overly polite or attentive perhaps.
But to me as a writer, The Man Booker Prize has meant a whole lot.
Life of Pi is coming out in close to forty countries and territories, representing over thirty languages, and counting. I now have the attention of
the book-reading world. My creative act, conceived like a whisper, is
ringing across the world.
It’s left me thrilled, exhausted, and deeply grateful.
And now it’s time to wrap myself in silence again. There’s another
story I must attend to, oh so improbable, about a monkey and a donkey.
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Yann Martel was thirty-five when he won The Man Booker Prize in 2002
with his third book, Life of Pi. The third Canadian to win the prize after
Michael Ondaatje in 1992 and Margaret Atwood in 2000, he said on learning that he had won; ‘I feel like I’m in the arms of a beautiful woman.’
Having won The Man Booker Prize, Life of Pi became an instant bestseller and Yann Martel embarked on a worldwide author tour. A year
after publication, translation rights have been sold to forty countries and
the film rights have been snapped up by Fox 2000.
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My Booker Best
‘Ben Okri’s The Famished Road stands out in my mind for its thrilling use
of language, and the dazzling and original way that the author deals with
the eternal problems of love, hate, cruelty, injustice, betrayal and
redemption. In a magnificent feat of sustained imaginative writing, Okri
spins a tale that is epic and intimate at the same time. The Famished Road
rekindled my sense of wonder. It made me, at age fifty, look at the world
through the wide eyes of a child.’
Michael Palin
‘I am a great fan of William Boyd – his novel An Ice-Cream War was shortlisted in 1982. I have read it more recently and it fulfils all my needs in a
novel – well written, a good complicated plot, and a story that entirely
absorbs me when I get the time to read for pleasure and not just for politics.’
Dr Marjorie (Mo) Mowlam
‘I adored A.S. Byatt’s Possession. It was clever and beautifully written but
also entertaining and a compulsive read. I wish I could write like that!’
Edwina Currie
‘I must confess that my favourite of all the books – J.G. Ballard’s Empire
of the Sun – did not win. What I look for in a book is a damn good story,
well written, not a literary masterpiece of which only a handful of very
clever people ever reach the last page.’
Jeffrey Archer
‘An impossible choice, but if I’m forced to make one I’d concur with the
choice of The Booker of Booker judges and choose Salman Rushdie’s
Midnight’s Children, which is hugely ambitious and very serious, but also
droll and touching and resonates for long after you’ve read it.’
Sir Richard Eyre
‘Salman Rushdie’s Midnight’s Children was a fest of sensations. A world
was created full of clamour and scent, food smells, flowers and colour. I
can still remember the thrill of its magic, the nosebleed turning to rubies
on the page.’
Baroness Helena Kennedy, QC
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‘My favourite would be Oscar and Lucinda, Peter Carey’s 1988 winner. It
is an unusual, often humorous and richly satisfying novel, which is beautifully written. Its many themes – love, religion, gambling, set against the
background of nineteenth-century colonial Australia – are cleverly
woven. Carey creates simple tragedy out of flawed but compelling characters and unpredictable events.’
Sue Lawley
‘So many Booker Prize winners hold world indoor records for literary
pomposity. Basically, some of these authors have been at Oxford for so
long they?ve got ivy growing up the backs of their legs. Margaret
Atwood’s prose is poetic – but never pretentious. Her gripping style is
more controlled than a pair of Liz Taylor’s pantyhose. If you haven’t read
The Blind Assassin, fasten your psychological seatbelt for a hair-raising
ride.’
Kathy Lette
‘As devastating as the film. A vivid insight into one man’s fight against
deep evil. I just went on asking myself, would I have done that? Over so
long a period?’
Ann Widdecombe, MP, on Schindler’s Ark by Thomas Keneally

Schindler’s Ark by Thomas
Keneally, winner of The
Booker Prize in 1992, has
sold over two million
copies, making it the most
popular winner so far.
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A Publisher Speaks
CAROLINE MICHEL
Over the last thirty-five years, The Man Booker Prize has changed the
face of contemporary fiction publishing. It’s not the richest of prizes in
money terms. Its richness is broader and more far-reaching for a writer
than the prize money itself. For the writer it means prestige, huge sales
of their novel and renewed sales of their backlist, enormous media attention, international recognition and editions in many languages, and often
as a result of winning, a much better deal with their publishers worldwide. It is a prize with immediate impact; the sales of the shortlist are
tangible and there are frenzied bookstore orders for the winning novel
almost the minute the announcement is made. Publishers, printers and
the trade go into overdrive to maximise the impact of the winner. For
many people, The Man Booker Prize-winning novel may be the only
novel they buy all year. The public trust the imprimatur of this prize, and
if they are going to buy any fiction at all, this is the fiction they buy. For
the writer and the publisher it is heady stuff.
More than ever we have become a prize culture. Whatever we might
feel about prizes (and bestseller lists), they matter. In a very competitive
field, they lift the book ahead of the competition. Often, when writers
and agents are selling a prize-eligible novel to a publisher, they will try to
make sure the contract stipulates that the book will be submitted to The
Man Booker Prize. If the writer is eligible for the prize it is a definite plus.
What if the novel by this first-time author or by this writer new to the list
were to win The Man Booker? Well, here is what it does mean…
Salman Rushdie’s Grimus was received with almost universally bad
reviews. His extraordinarily powerful second novel, Midnight’s Children,
won The Booker Prize, and transformed Rushdie into a writer of international standing. Midnight’s Children went on to win The Booker of
Bookers and has sold millions of copies worldwide. In 1997 a young
Indian writer won The Booker with her first novel, The God of Small
Things. Arundhati Roy’s sales rose exponentially. Antonia Byatt, who had
always received huge critical acclaim but never sold an enormous
number of copies, had her sales transformed when Possession won The
Booker in 1990. When Yann Martel’s Life of Pi won the prize in 2002, not
only did it transform the fortunes of the author, selling over 300,000
copies in hardback, but his publisher, Canongate, a small independent
publishing company, received a boost in its international standing.
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As a publisher of fiction for over twenty years, I love The Man Booker
Prize. I love the spotlight it throws on quality fiction, the energy and the
passion it brings to the discussion of those novels, the rows that surround
it, the controversy it causes, the newspaper inches it brings to those
chosen writers and the celebration and appreciation of the richness of
fiction-writing from year to year. Of course, the judges don’t always get
it right. There have been some really bad novels shortlisted, and indeed
occasionally the wrong novel goes on to win, but that’s my prejudice. As
publishers we care most about the writers we publish, the passion and
commitment we feel about their work and how to get that work to the
widest possible market. The Man Booker Prize does just that.
Caroline Michel is the Publisher and Managing Director of HarperPress.
Before assuming this role, she was Publisher of Vintage for eight years,
during which time it has become one of the leading literary paperback
houses in Europe. Over the years she has worked with many of the top
authors in the industry, including Ian McEwan, Jeanette Winterson,
Salman Rushdie, Antonia Byatt, Sebastian Faulks and Martin Amis.

‘The confluence of celebrity, culture and commerce, of high-mindedness and cheerful tackiness,
of coziness, dignity and self-deprecation.’
The New York Times describing The Booker Prize
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Confessions of a Man Booker Prize
Collector
PETER STRAUS
‘But then all his tastes were eclectic – he [Tim Miller] was a collector of
such offbeat items as copies of all the shortlisted books for successive
Booker Prizes.’ So wrote Nicholas Faith in an obituary notice in September 2000. When I began collecting books connected with The Booker
Prize in the early 1980s, there was hardly any competition. Many people
had vaguely heard about the prize and most book dealers did not put a
premium on any association with it. Some even went in the other direction, seeing any Booker connection as demeaning the worth of the book
or author in question. Indeed, one bookseller, Iain Sinclair, who has since
become a very notable fiction and non-fiction author himself, and a
talked-about candidate, wrote a piece on collecting The Booker Prize,
commenting on the absurdities of fashion and hype over good sense. He
called my fledgeling collection ‘Museum of Madness’ and I can see how
many others might agree with him.
But in the early 1980s to me, as a newcomer in publishing, The
Booker Prize was both exciting and important. The well-documented
clash between the titans Burgess and Golding of 1980 followed by the
arrival in 1981 of Salman Rushdie allowed booksellers and publishers to
realise that such a prize could help literary fiction in hardcover to sell and
get the shortlisted books talked about and read. I felt it was a prize which,
even discounting the vagaries of fashion and taste, offered something
special to followers of contemporary Commonwealth literature. It presented a fresh selection every year as a new panel of judges was annually
appointed.
As the commercial power and influence of the prize grew, collecting
interest around the world mushroomed. In America this change of gear
was noticeable in 1989 and 1990. Kazuo Ishiguro’s The Remains of the Day
was published by Knopf, who managed to make it a bestseller, and the
following year A.S. Byatt’s Possession became a huge success for Random
House. American publishers realised that this British prize had strong
sales implications in America, and began putting ‘Shortlisted for The
Booker Prize’ or even ‘Nominated for The Booker Prize’ (i.e. submitted
rather than shortlisted) on book jackets. Bookshops started displays of
the winning Booker titles. (Only one, Stanley Middleton’s Holiday,
remains unpublished in the US.) The booksellers preferred to mount dis38
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plays of the Booker winners, saying it was a purer prize than their own
National Book Award or Pulitzer Prize. The knock-on effect in the collecting market was now ferocious: dealers started making themselves the
Booker specialists and value was immediately added to any book connected with the prize.
I started out with the modest idea of collecting just the Booker
winners. Once I had achieved that I searched out the shortlisted titles.
Then I searched for the equivalent American editions and finally for the
true first editions whether Australian, Canadian or Indian. I even
searched for titles that had some connection with The Booker Prize but
were not shortlisted. Patrick White’s The Twyborn Affair was selected in
1979 but the author removed himself from the list, saying it was for
younger and less well-known writers. Balcony of Europe by Aidan Higgins
was the book that the Chair, Cyril Connolly, most regretted not shortlisting in 1972 and the previous year one of the judges, John Fowles,
would have liked B.S. Johnson’s House Mother Normal to get onto the
shortlist.
I found that one of the most elusive shortlisted titles was T. Wheeler’s
The Conjunction, published by Angus and Robertson, an Australian publisher which had a London arm in the 1970s. Terence Wheeler’s next
novel was published by Macmillan, but because of a probable extremely
small print-run emanating from Australia this title proved devilishly
elusive. Closer to home, Elizabeth Mavor’s The Green Equinox, published
by Michael Joseph, was scarce in its hardcover edition as the print-run
barely stretched over 1,000 copies. (The larger print-run was reserved for
the simultaneous large-format paperback original from Wildwood
House which is relatively common.)
Better-known writers’ work like Penelope Lively’s The Road to Lichfield, J.L. Carr’s A Month in the Country and Alice Munro’s The Beggar Maid
were also uncommon despite, in some cases, having probable larger
print-runs. Penelope Lively was an acclaimed children’s author, The Ghost
of Thomas Kempe was well-known and appreciated and this was her first
adult novel, so it is somewhat of a mystery why that remains hard to
track down. J.L. Carr’s A Month in the Country had a minuscule print-run
from a very small publisher, Harvester Press. Alice Munro’s The Beggar
Maid had come out first in Canada under the title Who Do You Think You
Are? and a year later with Knopf in America as The Beggar Maid. Allen
Lane published it in England in 1980 and the subtitle, ‘Stories of Flo and
Rose’, may suggest a limited print-run because it was seen as a collection
of stories. The print-run for a collection of stories versus a novel will
almost always be smaller, even if in this case the stories are interconnected and are by a genius like Alice Munro. On the first list, Gordon
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Williams’s From Scenes Like These, published by Secker and Warburg, was
helped on its way by David Farrer, who was his publisher and was one of
the judges – the only moment for potential clash of interests? Williams
had a strong reputation and one would have assumed that the publishers
would have printed a sizeable quantity, but it appears not. From Scenes
Like These nearly won, as the publishers put on the jacket of Walk Don’t
Walk that he had been the runner-up for The Booker Prize.
The Booker winners were easiest to locate. The most difficult Booker
winner to find has been Stanley Middleton’s Holiday, published by
Hutchinson in 1974. It seemed permanently on vacation from the bookshops.
As I delved further, I wanted to find out why certain authors had
never been shortlisted. I discovered that John Fowles did not allow his
publisher to enter his books, the first eligible being The French Lieutenant’s
Woman (1969). His publisher, Tom Maschler, had invented the prize, presumably in the hope that an author of Fowles’s calibre would win such
an award! In 1974 the panel wanted to shortlist John le Carré’s Tinker
Tailor Soldier Spy but again le Carré did not want his books entered. Why
certain other books did not make the shortlist remains a mystery. One of
the most interesting questions surrounds Fifth Business by Robertson
Davies. Published in 1970 in Canada and 1971 in England by Macmillan,
it came garlanded with quotes by Saul Bellow and also by John Fowles.
These featured on the American and the British editions. And in 1971 two
of the judges of the prize were indeed Saul Bellow and John Fowles. Of
course for this association alone it was appropriate to track down a copy
of this book.
I am still adding to my Museum of Madness as I expand my knowledge and as the prize continues. A collection such as this can go as deep
as the collector wants. It can venture into the area of signed limited first
editions, whether it be one of thirty of the American edition of C.P.
Snow’s In Their Wisdom, one of twelve of Salman Rushdie’s The Satanic
Verses or one of twelve of the first appearance of Atonement by Ian
McEwan from the Bridgewater Press. It can roam back before publication to prior issues; bound manuscripts which act as book proofs or book
proofs themselves, and even into letters and manuscript material. Sometimes one can see publishing history in the making. It is interesting to see
proof covers which were radically different on the finished book from the
proofed article. The most striking of these are the bright yellow dustjacket of Shame by Salman Rushdie, the orange for Caryl Phillips’s
Crossing the River and the completely different design for Margaret
Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale. The cover changes can filter down to the
finished copy, as with the shades of background colour on the Hockney
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illustration which adorns Julian Barnes’s magnificent Flaubert’s Parrot, of
which a darker earlier jacket exists.
There is variation on some Booker winners too. The proof jacket for
Kingsley Amis’s The Old Devils curiously gave the publisher’s imprint
Century on the spine, not Hutchinson, although he had been published
by Hutchinson for at least eight years! The variant issues of the New
Zealand original large-format paperback spiral edition of The Bone People
are not obvious. The easiest way to differentiate the first printing is that
the last page of prelims which faces page one of the text is blank, whereas
in the second issue a list of errata was added on this page. There are also
minor changes to spine and cover lettering, the most visible being that on
the first issue the author’s name on the cover is on a white diagonal strip;
the white strip is not on the second issue, making her name less conspicuous (reportedly at her request).
Priority is often a key for collectors, so one searches for the first issue
of the book wherever it happens to be. From the early lists on, American
publication preceded English publication in some cases, for a variety of
reasons. Elizabeth Bowen’s Eva Trout first came out with Knopf in
America; Salman Rushdie’s Midnight’s Children first appeared in America
in Knopf, but partially first in Granta 3. Ian McEwan’s The Comfort of
Strangers appeared with Simon and Schuster several months before the
British Cape edition. Australian and Canadian authors often published
first in their native country, although an exception would be the Faber
publication of Illywhacker in London in 1985.
The most important thing in all of this of course is the book itself.
Some marvellous books have been selected by the judges over the years
and some equally marvellous books have not. Being shortlisted or
winning the prize does not make the book better than one which did not
get shortlisted. It can breed enmity and discord but, as Nadine Gordimer
said, ‘You have to win the Nobel Prize to understand what jealousy is,
believe me.’ A later winner, David Storey, commented on ‘luck, the
vagaries of the panel and what’s fashionable’. Still, awarding the prize to
three future Nobel Laureates (Nadine Gordimer, William Golding, V.S.
Naipaul), was somewhat prescient. Following any prize panel, my advice
would be to collect what you like, not what you think is fashionable or
will be a worthwhile investment.
Peter Straus was the Publisher for Picador for twelve years and is now a
literary agent with Rogers, Coleridge and White. He is preparing the official bibliography for The Man Booker Prize.
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In the Bookshops
JAMES HENEAGE
It’s extraordinary to think that The Booker (now Man Booker) Prize has
only been in existence for thirty-five years. It feels so much longer. I
suppose this is its great strength to booksellers as much as to readers – its
sheer credibility. Unlike other prizes it does not compromise on the
quality of its judges or on the rigour of its selection process. For this
reason we know that whatever wins will always be of the very highest literary standard regardless of the fashion whims of the day.
Booksellers generally love The Man Booker. We’ve all grown up with
it and hugely enjoyed the annual media frenzy surrounding the initial
selection of judges, the shortlist (and the horror of who’s not on it) and
then the announcement of the prize itself. Nearly always someone can be
relied on to behave badly or leak wickedly or generally speak out of turn.
And it’s not to diminish the status of the prize to say that it often runs
like a good literary soap opera, made better by the annual change of cast
and by the interest shown by members of the fourth estate and the
betting industry.
But it’s not this aspect that ultimately binds booksellers to The Man
Booker Prize. It’s the knowledge that the care chosen in finding a winner
will be rewarded with sales on a huge scale. These days, literary fiction is
harder to sell than ever before and it says so much about the annual
adrenalin shot that is The Man Booker that the winner, the shortlist and
general literary fiction all receive such relative boosts in sales in the
crucial months before Christmas.
It’s also that this prize is only about fiction, that all the experience and
imagination of the judges has been focused on one genre without the distractions of fact or happening. And I like to think this affects the judging
process infinitely to the better as judges’ imaginative faculties are
expanded and sharpened by the months of reading and analysis that lead
to the final decision.
Yann Martel’s Life of Pi, the hugely popular winner in 2002, will be a
tough act to follow, but then each singular success must breed the expectation of something better to come. And, when all’s said and done, that’s
the joy of this prize – its complete unpredictability and the breadth of
repertoire from which to maintain this unpredictability. Many people
believe the prize should be extended to encompass other English-speaking countries, but when I look across the extraordinary literary power
that has made up the winners to date, I’m not so sure.
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James Heneage founded Ottakar’s in 1987 and floated it on the London
Stock Exchange in 1998. Following the acquisition of Thins in 2002 and
Hammicks General Bookshops in 2003, the company now turns over
£160 million from 118 branches.

JOHN DE FALBE
‘Ugh! Then it must be unreadable!’ Such is the occasional response when
recommending the Booker winner to a customer. And it makes me
smile.
Each year a delightful controversy starts gathering momentum in the
early summer. So-and-so has been tipped for the Booker shortlist, suchand-such has been nominated by their publisher. And when it is done, the
media throws up its arms in dismay because so-and-so and such-and-such
weren’t shortlisted, while this and that, which were obviously in error,
have been. Of course, it is all nonsense. Pundits’ tips and publishers’
nominations are meaningless because the prize is awarded by five independent judges.
The Man Booker Prize (as it is now known) provides an independent
bookseller with a focus for the year’s fiction but the winner, or even the
shortlisted candidates, are by no means routinely endorsed. Some years
we all tend to favour the winner – I think I will not be shot by my colleagues if I give Coetzee’s Disgrace as an example – but this is rare. Life of
Pi divided us. And when a deserving novel has been passed over by the
prize, it can be possible to sell it very well precisely because of that. Miss
Garnet’s Angel and Andrew Miller’s Ingenious Pain come to mind, and it
has been true of many novels by William Boyd. Increasingly, Booker
books sell themselves; our support is more useful elsewhere. Customers
often know what they feel about the Booker books by the time they
come to us, and they will appreciate other suggestions better.
The Man Booker Prize is not an oracle. Since different readers have
different tastes it is inevitable that surprising or unpopular choices should
sometimes emerge. But the prize’s strength lies in the independence of
its judges. The controversy is fruitful and should not be taken too seriously pace Germaine Greer and Tom Paulin, whose annual TV drubbing
of the contenders was mean and silly; fortunately it has now been
stopped. It is a valuable institution to bounce off.
John Sandoe (Books) Ltd is an independent bookshop in Chelsea which
has been established for forty-seven years.
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Booker on the Box
JAMES WALTON
The Booker Prize was televised live for the first time in 1976 at the
prompting of a young arts correspondent on the BBC’s Tonight programme. His name was Melvyn Bragg. ‘It was a low-key event then,’ he
remembers, ‘with the same sort of atmosphere as a Foyle’s literary
lunch. There was also a feeling that we got in the way. Which perhaps we
did.’
Even so, in 1981 Brian Wenham – Bragg’s old boss on Tonight – came
to an agreement with the prize organisers, whereby BBC Two would be
allowed to get in the way on an annual basis. By beginning then, the coverage as we know it today just missed the crunching 1980 showdown
between Anthony Burgess and William Golding – which would have
been still more crunching had Burgess not refused to turn up unless he
could be assured that he’d won. (He couldn’t.) Yet, 1981 wasn’t a bad time
to start, with the victory of Midnight’s Children, which went on to be
named The Booker of Bookers on the twenty-fifth anniversary of the
prize.
In the third year of coverage, there was a celebrated performance that
ensured Booker’s presence in all those compilations of moments from
TV Hell. For the more purist historians of the prize, 1983 was the year
when the judges reached the biggest impasse in its history, with Chair Fay
Weldon claiming that she couldn’t give the casting vote on the somewhat
implausible ground that her husband made all the decisions at home. For
the rest of us, it was the year of Selina Scott.
Scott’s main job as a roving reporter was to look lovely – which, to be
fair, she did accomplish. Unfortunately, her first question to Angela
Carter, one of the judges, was ‘Who are you?’, and she then asked Carter
if she’d read all the shortlisted books. (Another of the judges that year
was Libby Purves, who once recalled with some pithiness: ‘God it was
embarrassing having that birdbrain wandering around.’) ‘Selina’s performance did cast a long shadow,’ confirms Tracey MacLeod, who took
on the roving role in the late eighties. ‘Even though it wasn’t strictly necessary, I used to read the entire shortlist just in case.’
By the time MacLeod was swotting so assiduously, the basic format
for Booker on television was firmly in place; and as its fans will know, the
pattern goes something like this. A few celebs, always including Ben Okri
and Kenneth Baker, are spoken to as they arrive. Graham Sharpe from
Ladbrokes gives the latest bookies’ odds, using such phrases as ‘there’s
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been a bit of late money on Julian Barnes’. The camera pans around the
hall to show us how glamorous the evening is – which, in practice, means
close-ups of Mariella Frostrup and Nigella Lawson. We then meet the TV
panel, who, if the shortlist is full of big names, pronounce it ‘too safe’;
and, if it isn’t, declare it ‘bizarre’.
Not surprisingly, it’s these TV judges who have been the biggest bone
of contention between Booker and the broadcasters over the years. Even
the mild-mannered Sir Michael Caine complained in 1995 that ‘I have
often felt that the BBC sets up a rather “anti” group of people on their
panel’. In fact, as far as I can establish, the BBC has only tried to have one
or two ‘anti’ people in any given year – at times with the effect of making
the poor judge who actually enjoyed some of the books look hopelessly
naïve. The best-ever knocking performance is a matter for some debate.
Tom Paulin made his television name by slamming Booker shortlists.
Carmen Callil once claimed that she knew the winner would be the novel
she hated most, because the judges obviously had terrible taste. Nonetheless, Germaine Greer in 1994 surely takes some beating. In her opinion,
the six shortlistees that year were respectively ‘too literary’, ‘infuriating’,
‘self-consciously exotic’, ‘pornographic’, ‘cowardly’ and ‘a shocker’.
Meanwhile, back at that basic format, after the panel has done its
work, it’s time for the winner to be announced – and shortly afterwards
for Beryl Bainbridge, having been passed over yet again, to be seen
smiling bravely through her cigarette smoke. Finally, we return to the TV
panel who, whatever they’ve said previously, assert that the choice of
winner is ‘no surprise’.
Of course, you could argue that all of this is not so much a format as
a ritual. On the other hand, it’s a ritual which works pretty well. Indeed,
the only times when Booker coverage came unstuck tended to be when
it tried something bold and new. In 1999, for example, Channel 4 (having
bagged the rights a couple of years earlier, possibly because of Booker’s
exasperation with those BBC panels) decided to do away with experts
altogether. Instead, it gathered some members of the public in a London
bookshop and asked for their views.
Chairing the discussion, Muriel Gray began in bullish form. ‘There’s
no academics or critics here,’ she told us proudly, ‘just ordinary readers.’
Sadly, her cheerfulness didn’t last. It wasn’t that the ordinary folk were
bad exactly. (One or two were very good.) It’s just that the whole thing
teetered on the edge of embarrassment – and fell over it when Muriel
asked her guests to suggest books that should have been on the shortlist,
and they put forward various non-fiction titles from an assortment of
years. By the end, the case for academics and critics had clearly been
made; and the next year Channel 4 duly reverted to Melvyn and a selec45
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tion of tuxedoed pros around a table.
These days, The Man Booker is back with the BBC. (Channel 4’s reputation as a haven of reliable kindliness can’t have been helped when Will
Self summed up one year by savaging the winner as proof of Britain’s
‘nepotism of niceness’ and argued that the decision ‘stank’.) Apparently
their two main desires now are to bring viewers closer to the action and
to provide a greater sense of what it’s like to be a judge. Thus in 2002
there were – at least in the context of The Man Booker on television – a
couple of revolutionary developments. For the first time, the Chair
of the real judges, Lisa Jardine,
‘Once again Booker
joined the TV panel, where her
night had come and
chief task was therefore to avoid
gone, gripping literary making her opinions clear in case
she gave the winner away. There
London in a huge
was also brief footage of all the real
judges exchanging some mild opinannual orgasm.’
ions about a book or two.
Kate Saunders in The Sunday
As I write, the plans for 2003
Times (1990))
include video-diaries of the individual judges as they plough through
the reading. There’s even shocking
talk of further downplaying the TV panel, who last year could be seen
only on BBC Four. (Fun though these panels are, I’m not sure they’re
enough on their own to have anyone signing up for digital telly.) Naturally, I can understand the impulse to innovate; but let’s hope that not all
the old ways are forgotten and that the changes don’t get too out of
hand. After all, it’s a slippery slope. The next thing you know, there’ll be
no sign of Ben Okri or Kenneth Baker – and Germaine Greer might like
a book.
James Walton is the television critic (and former deputy Literary Editor)
of The Daily Telegraph.
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A Literary Editor’s Perspective
ROBERT MCCRUM
The Man Booker Prize is contemporary English fiction’s Grand National,
a great sporting fixture and a punter’s nightmare. Autumn after autumn
it effortlessly stirs up literary controversy and makes people who might
otherwise take a biography or a thriller to bed open a new novel, probably by someone they’ve never heard of. There is no more reliable
indication of the end of the summer holidays than the first Booker headline.
The British public are not terribly interested in new fiction but they
do love the fuss it makes. One of The Man Booker’s most useful functions – and it’s one that, as a literary editor, I’ve often participated in – is
to promote a national conversation about what we look for in new
fiction, what we think its purpose is, and whether, all in all, contemporary novelists are living up to the demands of the high tradition in which
they find themselves.
Actually, there are now two traditions. First, there is the unbroken line
of succession, via Lawrence, Dickens, Eliot and Austen, to Daniel Defoe
– the one that’s taught in schools. Then, secondly, there is Booker’s own
tradition, which is increasingly recognised around the Commonwealth
and goes back to J.G. Farrell’s The Siege of Krishnapur, Salman Rushie’s
Midnight’s Children, William Golding’s Rites of Passage, Iris Murdoch’s The
Sea, the Sea and Peter Carey’s Oscar and Lucinda. While everyone pays lip
service to the first, not everyone is wholly persuaded by the second. In
2002 the Man Booker judges got into hot water by announcing that they
thought this tradition of so-called ‘Booker fiction’ was overrated and that
the time had come to choose – though they didn’t quite put it this way –
a thumping good read.
Large parts of Scandinavia were deforested to debate that one and the
clear winner of the ensuing argument was Yann Martel, whose Life of Pi
cleverly managed to look like both a Thumping Good Read and a traditional Booker Prize novel.
As a literary editor, I celebrate this annual brouhaha. It does a lot
more good than harm, and it certainly helps to sell books. Besides, it conceals a well-kept secret. Although the judges of the prize have,
individually, often distinguished themselves by the raw eccentricity of
their taste and judgement (De gustibus non est disputandum), the prize itself
has a pretty good track record. Lotteries and literature go ill together, but
The Man Booker is more trustworthy (and a lot less corrupt) than, say,
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the Goncourt or the Pulitzer.
Lock the shortlisted titles and winners in a time capsule, uncork it a
hundred years hence and (so far, at least) you would hand the literary
critic of 2103 a fairly reliable representation of late-twentieth-century
English-language fiction (excluding America). If we cannot give this
important prize to Philip Roth, Paul Auster or Jonathan Franzen, then at
least we can take comfort in the nominations of Graham Swift, Kazuo
Ishiguro, Michael Ondaatje, Roddy Doyle and Pat Barker et al.
British fiction does not, of course, exist in a vacuum, and the American question – which was merrily ventilated by the 2002 panel – will
probably come to haunt The Man Booker in years to come, if only
because the prize derives its historic significance from mirroring the state
of English-language culture. Indeed, part of the vigour of the prize these
past thirty-five years has come from the superabundant vitality of socalled Commonwealth literature. Somehow, I am sure, a way will be
found for Man Booker to recharge its batteries with some American
voltage. In the age of world English, ours is only one of several literary
dialects, and Man Booker should have the self-confidence to acknowledge that.
The Americanisation of Man Booker would be utterly consistent with
its mission. For some years now one of the more absurd Little Englander
jibes against Booker has been that it is for overseas writers with unpronounceable names. Actually, is it the vibrant energy of Australian, Indian,
or Canadian literary fiction that has given the prize its remarkable global
reach. On Booker night, in Sydney, Delhi or Toronto, for example, local
radio and television networks will run live broadcasts, reporting on
events at the award ceremony as they happen. The interest is in novels
written in English, not British novels written in British English. Like the
Grand National, then, Man Booker is one of those domestic British institutions that excites an international response. The reason why an
internationally renowned newspaper like The Observer continues to take
it more seriously that its rivals is precisely because it reaches those parts
of English-language culture that the other prizes can only dream about.
Robert McCrum is Literary Editor of The Observer. His biography of
P. G. Wodehouse will be published by Penguin in 2004.
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Judging The Man Booker Prize
‘Looking back, I can’t believe I felt thrilled at the prospect of reading so
many books, under pressure and on top of a day job ... but I did! And
when it came to it, the goodwill and calibre of my fellow judges made it
an easy matter to agree on a really outstanding winner – Life of Pi!’
Lisa Jardine (Chair 2002)
‘I was invited to be a Man Booker judge in a very formal letter from
Martyn Goff which made me feel I was being called for jury service. This
formality was sustained during the course of the judges’ meetings, a
burden of responsibility underlining the proceedings that inhibited us
from getting too fresh with one another. I was always conscious of the
weight our decisions carried, that remained with me until the very last
minute, when we finally agreed on Yann Martel as the winner. Upon
which all formality suddenly lifted. Martyn, David Baddiel and I had to
change into our tuxedos in the same room where we’d conducted that
final meeting and I shall always cherish the sight of the three of us in that
room inside the British Museum, sipping champagne in our underwear,
among the abandoned cameras and recording equipment of the BBC
film crew.’
Russell Celyn Jones (2002)
‘I’ll always remember the day I was asked to be a Booker judge as one of
the proudest of my career. For years the shortlist had provided me with
an eagerly anticipated annual reading list. Now I was being asked to be
one of the people who would choose those books. It was the grandest
compliment I’d ever been paid. I knew that my father, who when he was
alive was never fully dressed without a novel about his person, would
have been even prouder.’
Mariella Frostrup (2000)
‘I was thrilled – but not a little daunted – to be asked to judge the prize;
having written about it for years I especially looked forward to seeing the
view from the coalface, as it were! The mountain of books was indeed
awesome; but that made it all the more exciting to find treasure among
the dross...’.
Erica Wagner (2002)
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‘I think this is the greatest compliment I have
ever been paid as a writer. It is always a book
that has been close to my heart and I hope
maybe another generation will have a chance
to read it.’
Salman Rushdie on the night he won The Booker of Bookers
in 1993
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The Collectability of Man Booker
Prize Winners
JOSEPH CONNOLLY
There are many species of ardent collectors of modern first editions:
some are termed ‘completists’ – those who have decided on their
favourite authors and determine to acquire firsts of simply everything,
past and future. Others favour ‘key’ twentieth-century fiction – Lord of
the Flies, say, or Lucky Jim; these are almost always rare and expensive. Yet
others will go for books that have been filmed, or maybe a narrower
ethnic branch. But many more collectors simply love a pre-defined list to
peg away at steadily, ticking off new acquisitions as they are tracked
down; and what better list than that of the Booker Prize – now Man
Booker Prize – winners from 1969 to date? In my own days as an antiquarian bookseller in the 1980s, I knew of one collector who intended to
amass all those titles on the shortlists, to boot – before the combined
imperatives of penury, dearth of shelf and something approaching the
recovery of sanity exacted their toll.
Every single Booker winner, therefore, is collectable simply by virtue
of being just that thing. But as so often, there is, of course, collectable
and collectable; some of these animals are very much more equal than
others, but apart from the very obvious stars and highlights, the whole
business is not quite so predictable as one might imagine. The earlier
winners, for instance, are by no means always (or even often) scarcer or
more sought-after than some of the most recent.
A pertinent case is the very first Booker winner of all: P.H. Newby,
with Something to Answer For (1969). A fine copy of the first edition, in the
all-important dust-wrapper (and this state is vital too for all the other
books about to be cited), would fetch a minimum of £30 and an absolute
maximum of £50, which may strike some as low, but the truth is that if
this novel had not won the first Booker Prize, it would be virtually
worthless; P.H. Newby is simply not collected. This is true of a few other
winners over the years: Bernice Rubens (whose The Elected Member, 1970,
might fetch £40–£45), John Berger (G, 1972) and Ruth Prawer Jhabvala
(Heat and Dust, 1975) – each of which might be worth £50 at most, while
few of their other books feature at all. Stanley Middleton is another: a
hugely prolific novelist still publishing who was a joint winner in 1974
(along with Nadine Gordimer, also not pursued with any real vigour).
Because Middleton’s Holiday is a Booker winner, it would fetch £30, but
none of his other novels would be worth even a third of that.
The collectability of various books can seem, if not lunatic, then at
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least arbitrary, but it very often hinges upon whether the writer is collected anyway (The Booker adding an important fillip) and also, crucially,
on the extent of the initial print-run. For instance, Iris Murdoch (The Sea,
the Sea, 1978), Kingsley Amis (The Old Devils, 1986) and William Golding
(Rites of Passage, 1980) have all been bestsellers as well as eagerly collected
since the 1950s, and consequently these later novels were never scarce in
their first impression, due to high print-runs; this is why none would
today fetch more than £50–£60, despite their intrinsic desirability. Rather
less popular with collectors, however, are the Penelopes Fitzgerald (Offshore, 1979) and Lively (Moon Tiger, 1987) and so they fall into the £30–£35
class. Keri Hulme is the joker of the pack – the most eccentric and criticised choice in The Booker’s history – but still The Bone People (1985) is
worth about £90 as a curiosity, despite its having been first published in
New Zealand; any other of her books (can there be any?) is worth zero.
The reason why Staying On by Paul Scott is worth only about £60 is
not because collectors are not interested in him (they are, very) but
because by 1977 his name was already made by The Raj Quartet, and the
print order for Staying On was consequently large. The values of Booker
winners begin to leap when the author’s full potential, quality and fame
have yet to be realised, the win itself serving to bring him or her to a hitherto undreamt-of audience. J.G. Farrell is the earliest example of this,
with The Siege of Krishnapur (1973) – a scarce book now, and worth in the
region of £150. Ben Okri (The Famished Road, 1991) is another instance:
now about £60. Anita Brookner was a new name to many in 1984 when
she won with Hotel du Lac, and this is now maybe a £100 book. Despite
the controversy surrounding Thomas Keneally’s Schindler’s Ark (1982) –
was it, in fact, a novel? – it is now worth over £200, though a lot of this is
to do with the Spielberg film. A.S. Byatt truly broke through with Possession (1990), now worth around £75; and even winners as comparatively
recent as Graham Swift (Last Orders, 1996) can feel the power of The
Booker: it’s an £80 book. The people’s favourite, Roddy Doyle’s Paddy
Clarke Ha Ha Ha (1993), could secure an easy £100.
This elusive three-figure mark is breached by few; the young and (in
1989) comparatively unknown Kazuo Ishiguro won with The Remains of
the Day, and this is now comfortably worth £300, and rising. Michael
Ondaatje’s The English Patient (1992) was a £125 book even before the
success of the film – and despite the fact that the first edition was actually quietly remaindered. The value of the joint winner of that year,
Barry Unsworth’s Sacred Hunger, still hovers around the £40 mark. 1971’s
winner – In a Free State by V.S. Naipaul, another high-profile name –
would fetch around £120, while David Storey’s Saville (1976) could
command only about £40.
Among the more recent crop of winners, James Kelman’s How late it
was, how late proved controversial, if only for the fact that many English
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readers found the profanity-spattered Scots dialect all but impenetrable:
still worth about £50, though. The Ghost Road by Pat Barker (1995) was a
very popular win despite being just one part of a trilogy – and one that is
now seen to be a classic: £50, then. Arundhati Roy seems to have remained
firm in her resolve never to publish a second novel following her debut,
the Booker-winning The God of Small Things (1997), and this has maybe
been instrumental in boosting the value of a first edition to £60 or so. The
1998 prize went to Ian McEwan, a highly acclaimed and collected author
and certainly one of the bestselling literary writers of all. Amsterdam was
not generally regarded as his finest work, however, and would be worth
only around £35, due mainly to a high initial print-run.
In 1999, and then again in 2001, Booker history was made when two
previous winners – J.M. Coetzee and Peter Carey – collected the laurels.
These two books – Disgrace and True History of the Kelly Gang – are too
recent to be very valuable, though (and again, they had very considerable
print-runs): maybe £30 apiece. Their initial victories, Life & Times of
Michael K (1983) and Oscar and Lucinda (1988), could command around
£50 each. The 2000 winner, Margaret Atwood’s The Blind Assassin, proved
to be one of the most colossal sellers of all: the hardback went into
countless impressions. The first edition might already be worth around
£40. There was a real surprise in 2002: Yann Martel was virtually
unheard-of before winning the prize with Life of Pi. This was published
in a very modest way by a small Scottish publisher, Canongate, and the
first edition was also small, and therefore scarce. Its value at the moment
is no more than £50–£60, though; but should his next novel firmly
entrench him in the ranks of the true glitterati, this could rise very
sharply, as it will always be hard to come by.
And the victor ludorum? No real surprise: the winner of The Booker of
Bookers, Salman Rushdie, is author of far and away the most valuable
first edition on the list. A fine copy in unfaded dust-wrapper (the deep
blue has a tendency to go milky) of Midnight’s Children (1981) is a
damnably difficult thing to come across (after the failure and remaindering of his first novel, Grimus, only around 2,500 copies of the follow-up
were printed) and no one before or since has been so spectacularly catapulted forward by a Booker win: £500 or £600, if you can find a copy.
You might be wondering how all these titles will fare after another
thirty-five years. God knows, quite frankly – but watch this space.
Joseph Connolly is the author of eight novels: Poor Souls (1995), This Is It
(1996), Stuff (1997), Summer Things (1998), Winter Breaks (1999), It Can’t Go
On (2000), S.O.S. (2002), and The Works (2003) (all Faber and Faber). He is
also the author of eight non-fiction works, including the definitive work,
Moder First Editions.
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Fasting, Feasting
Anita Desai

Times Arrow
Martin Amis

The Keepers
of Truth
Michael Collins
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Binding for The Man Booker Prize
ANGELA JAMES
Designer Bookbinders was first approached by the Booker Prize Committee in 1991 with the request that six binders be asked to design and
bind each one of the six shortlisted titles. We have been involved in the
same way ever since.
In the four to five weeks between shortlist announcement and the
dinner, the binders must read, design and produce a hand-bound finebinding, together with a protective container, for presentation to each of
the authors on the evening of the jamboree at the British Museum. A
process which might normally take three to four months or more has to
be telescoped into as many weeks but it is this which makes the commission such an interesting one for those taking part. The total
immersion into the book and the work involved, together with the fact
that the binders have complete freedom to do what they want, gives a
tremendous buzz.
There are at least twenty-five stages in the hand-binding of a book,
from the decoration of the edges of the pages to the final lettering, and
the binder will have spent about 150 hours on the work by the time of
completion. For those of us involved in this collaboration, this is some of
the most rewarding work we do – an opportunity to read and interpret
several of the finest novels of our time – and of course, we hope that the
authors will derive as much pleasure from being presented with the finished results.
For the past decade, the Booker bindings have been on display at the
British Library during December and January.
Angela James is a Fellow and former President of Designer Bookbinders,
a society devoted to the art of the hand-bound book, and has been the
co-ordinator of the Booker bindings since their inception.
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Twenty-one Years On
JOHN CAREY
Chairing the Man Booker Prize judges a second time after a twenty-oneyear gap brings home how literature is constantly reshaping itself.
Because the changes are gradual they are easy to miss year by year. But
when you look back they are suddenly big and glaring, like the effects of
geological upheavals on the landscape. Why they happen, what it is that
changes literature, what determines fictional and artistic fashion, are
questions that, if we could answer them, would bring us closer to the
secret life of our culture.
It is not enough to say that old writers die and new ones are born,
though that is true of course. Twenty-one years ago the dominant novelists of the mid-twentieth century, William Golding, Iris Murdoch and
Kingsley Amis, were still going strong. The Booker was not quick to
honour them, but got round to it in the end. Murdoch won with The Sea,
the Sea in 1978, Golding with Rites of Passage in 1980, Amis with The Old
Devils in 1986. By the same token writers who now seem like permanent
features of the literary terrain were hardly heard of in 1980. Julian Barnes
published his first novel in that year, Peter Carey in 1981, Peter Ackroyd
in 1982. Salman Rushdie was virtually unknown until 1981 when he won
The Booker with Midnight’s Children.
Nor is it just a matter of individuals. Schools and movements that
would figure in even the most cursory survey of contemporary fiction
had not germinated twenty-one years ago. There was no Scottish novel
as we now know it. Alasdair Gray’s Lanark, published in 1981, was the
first seismic shock. Thirteen years later James Kelman won The Booker
with How late it was, how late. It would have been inconceivable, a couple
of decades before, for anyone to write such a novel, let alone win a major
prize with it. Canadian writing took off in the same period. For decades
Robertson Davies had ploughed his lonely furrow, and then, quite suddenly, there was an outburst of talent – Margaret Atwood, Alice Munro,
Carol Shields, Alistair MacLeod and, following them, a gifted second generation including Lynn Coady, Michael Crummey and Yann Martel, who
won The 2002 Man Booker with Life of Pi.
Even more mysterious in their origin than these national flowerings
are the changing fashions in form, style and subject that show up when
you cast an eye over the last twenty-one years. Why, for example, has the
historical novel become so popular? John Arden’s Silence Among the
Weapons, shortlisted in 1982, seemed a curiosity, out of key with current
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sensibilities. Then, all at once, history was a spur to creativity as it had
not been since Walter Scott. As if in response to the new challenge, Beryl
Bainbridge, already an established writer, changed direction in midcareer, producing a string of ingenious historical fictions, among them
the powerfully eccentric Crimean War novel Master Georgie, shortlisted in
1998. Particular historical periods quickly became frequented fictional
quarries, notably the First World War, imaginatively relived by the 1995
Booker winner Pat Barker.
Magic realism is another distinctive ingredient in the modern fictional
mix. Admittedly it is as old as The Odyssey. But Anthony Burgess’s The End
of the World News, a front-runner in 1982, though not eventually shortlisted, seems, looking back, to have heralded a new phase. Magic realism
reprieves the novelist from the job of verisimilitude. In that respect it fits
in with other refusals of the story-telling art, often vaguely marshalled
under the banner of postmodernism. The most frustrating is the open
ending, which leaves the reader to decide what happens. Justifications of
the device generally hinge on solemnities about the essential fictiveness
of all narrative. But truisms of that kind are a poor substitute for a story.
Besides, logically pursued, they would put novelists out of business altogether. Of recent open-ended novels, Ian McEwan’s Atonement caused the
highest degree of exasperation among its readers since, unlike many
modern novelists, he had made his characters engaging enough for you
really to care about their fates.
Then there is science – or rather, there is not, for it has been curiously
slow to enter the mainstream novel, perhaps because science fiction
developed early on into a separate art form with different rules, or
perhaps because you need to learn about science to write scientific
novels, and most English novelists have not bothered to. A.S. Byatt, who
won The Booker with Possession in 1990, is the exception. Her quartet of
novels culminating in A Whistling Woman (2002) reflects two decades of
interest in scientific research into the brain and the nervous system, and
sets an example that others are now following.
But the most prolific growth in the last twenty-one years, and one that
spans all these different forms and fashions, is the Moral Indignation
Novel (MIN). It has been nourished by feminism and post-colonialism,
but spreads far beyond the boundaries of these powerful movements. Its
characteristic is to dwell on past atrocities and injustices. The iniquities of
the slave trade, or the extermination of native peoples – the Red Indians,
the Australian aborigines – are the kind of subject that it relishes. Floggings, brandings, rapes, massacres, and women giving birth far from
medical aid are among the customary set pieces. The native victims are
portrayed as eco-friendly and endowed with delicate modes of con57
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sciousness beyond the scope of depraved Europeans. The villains, on the
other hand, are always white and usually English. From the viewpoint of
origin, class and education they closely resemble the readers whom the
author can most realistically expect to buy his or her wares.
Barry Unsworth’s Sacred Hunger, joint winner of The Booker in 1992,
and Matthew Kneale’s English Passengers, shortlisted in 2000, were fullblooded MINs, but less distinguished specimens are plentiful. They are a
curious phenomenon since the author implicitly places him- or herself
on a moral eminence, while encouraging readers to feel guilty and
ashamed about historical ills that they are powerless to remedy. The
closest parallel, in past ages, seems to be the hellfire sermon, in which the
preacher, from a position of sanctified righteousness, would bring home
to his cringing auditors the dreadfulness of original sin, for which they all
merited eternal damnation. Obviously both congregation and preacher
must have enjoyed these harangues, otherwise they could not have been
so popular. Presumably the congregation felt that they were morally
improved by the ordeal, and that seems to be the case with MINs also.
Readers feel better, because they have the illusion that they have taken
the side of the oppressed.
How, finally, has The Booker responded to the MIN phenomenon?
Critics of the prize claim that the kind of people chosen as judges are precisely the kind who favour MINs, and it shows in the books they select.
That seems an overstatement. It is true that Peter Carey’s True History of
the Kelly Gang, which won in 2001, was a MIN of an unusually simple kind
(good criminals, bad policemen). But there are plenty of counter-examples. Thomas Keneally’s 1982 winner, Schindler’s Ark, took the Holocaust
as its subject but was redemptive, not indignant. Kazuo Ishiguro, the
1989 winner, has always specialised in innocence, not indignation,
though his situations are ones that less intelligent novelists might have
built MINs around. Arundhati Roy’s The God of Small Things, which won
in 1997, is undoubtedly a MIN. But, like Dickens, Roy directs her indignation at features of her culture – specifically the caste system – that still
cry out for change. Used in this way the MIN becomes politically responsible, not just a pretext for bloodthirsty fantasy and self-gratifying moral
outrage. These qualifications suggest that The Booker has not succumbed to the MIN as supinely as its enemies claim. On the other hand,
a list of the novelists who might have been expected to win The Booker
but have not – Julian Barnes, Martin Amis, William Boyd, Vikram Seth –
reveals that they are short on moral indignation. That may be why the
prize has eluded them – so far.
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John Carey, Chairman of The Man Booker Prize 2003, is the first person
to have chaired the prize twice. He is the UK’s most eminent literary
critic and is also a broadcaster and the author of many books. He was
Merton Professor of English Literature at the University of Oxford from
1976 to 2001 and previously chaired the prize in 1982. Since 1977 Professor Carey has been the principal book reviewer for The Sunday Times and
is a regular panellist on BBC Two’s Newsnight Review.

‘Each year’s controversy raises the odds. Just how
shocking can Booker get? Topless judges? A Page 3
committee?’
Publishing News

‘I think it does cause great excitement about
reading, I get very excited sitting in taxis and listening to taxi drivers discussing the merits of various
books with immense vehemence. I think that does
everybody a lot of good.’
A.S. Byatt talking about The Booker Prize in 1990

‘The so-called bitchy world of acting was a
Brownies’ tea party compared with the
piranha-infested waters of publishing.’
Joanna Lumley describing her experiences as a member of the
judging panel in 1985
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Bookmakers and Book Makers
GRAHAM SHARPE
It seems that my campaign to become a Man Booker judge myself will
falter on the one, admittedly integral, flaw in the scheme: if I get onto the
panel, who will set the odds?
The organisers have now made betting on The Man Booker Prize
much more difficult by producing a longlist of titles before the more traditional shortlist, which means that we literary-minded layers have to
mug up on far more books than ever before.
‘Do you read all those Man Booker Prize books?’ I get asked frequently, and I always answer truthfully that I endeavour to do so even
though, to be honest, it probably doesn’t make a great deal of difference
whether I do or don’t. When the longlist is announced I quite clearly have
not had the opportunity to read more than a couple of the titles, yet I am
expected to come up with a list of odds almost instantly in order to satisfy
the media, who don’t seem to be capable of deciding who should be the
front-runner on their own.
In 2002, for example, I unilaterally decided to nominate Howard
Jacobson as the favourite, purely because he was the highest-profile name
on the list and pretty much the only one capable of getting a laugh or
two out of his readers. He’d also had decent enough reviews for his book.
He didn’t make the official shortlist, but I’m sure his sales were boosted
by the amount of publicity given to his book as a result of my decision
to make it favourite.
Favouritism at the longlist stage is no pointer at all to a book’s real
chances of success on the big night because at the time the initial odds
are released we haven’t taken a single penny on the outcome. Once the
money begins to come in we can get a picture of how book business
insiders are thinking and then the betting odds will take on a more accurate reflection of insiders’ opinions. The problem for casual punters at
this stage is that no one outside the judging panel and the most conscientious of reviewers can have read all the books on the list – so what they
are doing in having a wager is expressing their approval of a particular
book they actually have perused and taking a chance that there isn’t a
better one out there.
Another reason for placing a bet at this stage is, of course, that you are
a shrewd PR person for one of the publishers or authors and you figure
that a relatively modest investment on your subject could reap rewards in
terms of a rapid leap forward in the betting hierarchy, which would stim60
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ulate media coverage. Not that I am suggesting such slightly sneaky
tactics ever go on, of course – oh, allright, that’s just what I am suggesting!
There are other things that can dramatically affect results. In 2002,
when the journalist from The Guardian rang to tell me that he had seen
Yann Martel’s book Life of Pi declared the winner on the official Man
Booker internet site, I was healthily sceptical. When I realised that he
wasn’t joking I temporarily called a halt to betting on the outcome and
made a series of panic-stricken phone calls in an effort to
discover just what had happened. I was soon placated
‘Posh bingo’
when I learned that press releases declaring each of the
books to be the winner had been put up on a section of
Julian Barnes
the site which could not be accessed by the general
public, in order that when the actual announcement was
made the relevant release would be moved onto the
main section of the site and the others deleted. Somehow, the journalist
had accessed this section, seen the press release about the Martel book –
alphabetically the first in the list – and just assumed that there had been
a leak and that he had a sensational story. As it turned out, he did.
I believed that this was cock-up rather than conspiracy and managed
to persuade the powers that be at my company that it was safe to continue betting, even though we decided to take the precaution of making
Martel the favourite. My argument was, ‘There’s no way they will let
Martel win now – how bad would that make them look!’ Oh, well.
What’s the best Booker book you’ve ever read, is another regularly
asked question. A far easier one is, what’s the worst Booker book you’ve
ever read – which, depending on the mood I’m in, either produces the
answer ‘anything by Salman Rushdie’ or, perhaps more accurately, ‘The
Bone People first, the rest nowhere’.
The best, then? I don’t know that any of them comes near to any of
Richmal Crompton’s oeuvre, but I have certainly enjoyed plenty – like
Rachel Seiffert’s The Dark Room (2001); Brian Moore’s The Colour of Blood
(1987); Roddy Doyle’s The Van (1991); Barry Unsworth’s Sacred Hunger
(1992); Tim Parks’ Europa (1997); but my top choice, well, I reckon it is
Mick Jackson’s The Underground Man (1997). But then, what do I know?
Graham Sharpe is Media Relations Director for bookmakers William
Hill, for whom he has worked for over thirty years. A journalist by trade,
he is the author of many books, most recently Free the Manchester United
One. He is currently working on a biography of the late Screaming Lord
Sutch, due out in May 2004.
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Hitting the Headlines
The Man Booker Prize has always attracted – and to some extent courted
– controversy. Here are just some of the stories that have made the headlines over the years.

1969
The first Booker Prize was awarded to P.H. Newby for Something
to Answer For. In the early days the judges came to their decision a full
month before the announcement was made. This first award ceremony
was held at Stationers’ Hall and P.H. Newby was presented with a
winner’s cheque for £5,000. As Tom Maschler recalls, the prize had
an impact from the start and Something to Answer For immediately
appeared on the Evening Standard bestseller list, the first time that a
British novel had made its way onto such a list purely as the result of
winning a prize.

1970
The running of The Booker Prize transferred from the Publishers Association to the National Book League (later Book Trust) with its Director,
Martyn Goff, as administrator.

1971
This was the year when The Booker Prize had its first controversy, in the
form of one of the judges, Malcolm Muggeridge. Having read his way
through most of the submissions he found himself ‘out of sympathy’
with them and withdrew his services, ‘nauseated and appalled’. Needless
to say that year’s winner, V.S. Naipaul’s In a Free State, chalked up record
sales.

1972
John Berger was the 1972 winner with G and another controversy hit the
prize. Guests at the dinner in the Café Royal were astonished when
Berger got up and announced he was planning to give half his prize
money to the Black Panther movement in protest at Booker’s colonialist
policy in the West Indies. In fact Booker had had its sugar plantations and
refineries confiscated ten years previously – and the Black Panther movement had dissolved two years before. Rebecca West, a guest, was so
shocked that she stood up and protested noisily; another guest, Terence
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Kilmartin, the Literary Editor of The Observer, walked out in disgust at
Berger’s behaviour.

1973
J.G. Farrell also used his winner’s speech at the award ceremony to
denounce capitalism, as represented by Booker. Unlike Berger he
retained his £5,000 in its entirety.

1974
The shortlist this year included Kingsley Amis’s Ending Up, which caused
a few raised eyebrows as Elizabeth Jane Howard, his wife, was one of the
three judges. Amis was beaten by the first Booker Prize tie, Nadine
Gordimer’s The Conservationist and Stanley Middleton’s Holiday.

1975
Authors were insulted that the judges found only two books worthy of
shortlisting out of a total eighty-three submissions.

1976
Betting on the shortlist and winner began, but for only one year. A leak
the following year led the bookies to withdraw and betting was not reintroduced until 1979.
Harold Wilson, having recently resigned as Prime Minister, came to
the dinner because his wife Mary was one of the judges, but was only in
time for dessert since he had spent the first part of the evening at an international boxing match.
Melvyn Bragg presented the first ever live television broadcast of The
Booker Prize on BBC Two.

1977
Chairman Philip Larkin threatened to jump out of the window if Paul
Scott’s Staying On didn’t win. Luckily it did.

1978
The prize money doubled to £10,000, claimed by Iris Murdoch for The
Sea, the Sea.

1980
This year was a turning point for the prize with the battle of the giants,
William Golding and Anthony Burgess. Burgess was not willing to attend
the award ceremony at Guildhall unless he was assured that he had won.
He hadn’t, so he stayed at the Savoy while Golding collected the prize for
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Rites of Passage. Golding’s book went on to sell 60,000 copies; Burgess’s
Earthly Powers 40,000.

1982
The controversy this year revolved around whether or not the winning
book, Thomas Keneally’s Schindler’s Ark, was fiction or non-fiction.
Despite, or perhaps because of, that it went on to become the bestselling
Booker Prize winner ever, selling more than two million copies (one
million when Steven Spielberg’s film was released).

1983
Chair Fay Weldon, put in the difficult position of having to choose
between J.M. Coetzee’s Life & Times of Michael K and Salman Rushdie’s
Shame, told Martyn Goff that she never made decisions at home: ‘My
husband makes them all.’

1984
Anita Brookner’s Hotel du Lac was the surprise winner. No one was more
astonished than the author herself, who had backed J.G. Ballard to win.

1985
Keri Hulme’s The Bone People, a first novel, was the surprise winner this
year. The first print-run of the book was 800 copies and one review
described it as ‘a disaster’. Nevertheless, having won the prize, the book
went on to sell 34,000 copies in hardback.

1986
Kingsley Amis won the prize this year with The Old Devils, somewhat
surprisingly perhaps since four of the five judges were women. In his
acceptance speech he repented of his previous criticism of the prize. He
also said that he planned to buy new curtains with his prize money.

1988
Michael Foot was Chair and was accused of backing Salman Rushdie’s
The Satanic Verses because Rushdie was a member of the Labour Party.

1989
Controversy arose when Martin Amis’s London Fields was excluded
because of feminist objections from the two women judges.

1990
A.S. Byatt told the audience at Guildhall that she planned to spend her
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prize money on building a swimming pool at her house in Provence.

1991
There was a tremendous row between Chairman Jeremy Treglown and
one of his judges, Nicholas Mosley, because Mosley simply didn’t like any
of the books on the shortlist. Such was the strength of his feeling that he
eventually resigned and left the panel.

1992
The judges, under Chair Victoria Glendinning, came under fire for splitting the prize between Michael Ondaatje and Barry Unsworth. As a result
the Booker Prize Management Committee changed the rules so that in
future only one book could win.

1993
Anthony Cheetham, publisher of Vikram Seth’s A Suitable Boy, called the
judges ‘a bunch of wankers’ for not shortlisting the book.
This was also the year when, to mark the twenty-fifth anniversary of
the prize, three former chairmen of the judges – Malcolm Bradbury,
David Holloway and W.L. Webb – were asked to choose the book which
they believed to be the best of the previous winners. Their ‘Booker of
Bookers’ was Salman Rushdie’s Midnight’s Children, which had won the
prize in 1981.

1994
The year of the ‘Mogadon’ shortlist when judge Julia Neuberger dissociated herself from the winner, James Kelman’s How late it was, how late.
This was the year, too, when judge James Wood recommended a
novel by Clare Messud to his fellow judges, forgetting to mention that
she was his wife.

1996
No sooner had Graham Swift won the prize for Last Orders than a controversy sprang up over the similarity of structure between that and
William Faulkner’s As I Lay Dying. Swift acknowledged the similarity.

1998
Chair Douglas Hurd overran his speech, which was going out live on television, by eight minutes. As a result viewers came very close to not
learning the name of that year’s winner: Ian McEwan for Amsterdam.

1999
J.M. Coetzee became the first writer to win The Booker Prize twice: first
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in 1983 with Life & Times of Michael K and now with Disgrace.

2000
Top chef Gordon Ramsay was invited to supervise the award dinner for
550 people at Guildhall. Ramsay had been appointed by Booker plc to act
as a food consultant to the company and his involvement in the dinner
linked the prize more firmly with Booker’s food business.

2001
For the first time in the prize’s thirty-three-year history, the longlist of
twenty-four books was made public. The Booker Prize renewed its partnership with the BBC after a four-year flirtation with Channel 4 and the
newly relaunched Booker Prize website attracted over two million hits
during October alone.
Peter Carey became the second double-winner of the prize with True
History of the Kelly Gang.

2002
The Man Group was announced as the new sponsor for The Booker
Prize. The new arrangement was a five-year one, during which time the
award was to be known as The Man Booker Prize for Fiction. The prize
money was increased to £50,000 for the winning author and £2,500 for
each of the six shortlisted authors. The awards ceremony moved from
Guildhall to the British Museum.
There was widespread speculation that the prize was going to expand
to include American writers – a claim that the organisers consistently
denied. However, a small working party was set up to look into possible
extensions for the prize.
Yann Martel proved a hugely popular winner with Life of Pi. The book
went straight to number one in the Sunday Times bestseller list and sold
over 300,000 copies in hardback. It was a first for Canongate, his Scottish
publisher.
Life of Pi was another winner to provoke a plagiarism row, with the
accusation that Martel had stolen the idea from a Brazilian author, Dr
Moacyr Scliar. In his defence Martel said, ‘ I saw a premise I liked and told
my own story with it.’ Lisa Jardine, Chair of the judges, was adamant
that there was no similarity between the books and defended Life of Pi as
one of the best winners in the history of the prize.
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The Booker Family
The Booker Prize has given rise to two related prizes: The Booker Russian Novel
Prize and The Caine Prize for African Writing.

THE BOOKER RUSSIAN NOVEL PRIZE
What began as a gesture of support from abroad in 1992 for the new
Russia is now the country’s premier literary prize. The award for the best
novel of the year has proved extraordinarily durable and a highly successful piece of cultural transplantation. Modelling itself on the UK
Booker Prize, it has adapted to rapidly evolving Russian conditions and
put down strong roots.
Sponsored initially by Booker plc, and administered locally by the
British Council, the prize met with a warm response from the outset.
Yet for the first seven years of the award’s existence no book market in
Russian existed and that hampered efforts to identify and reward the
best new works and authors. Favoured by the media for its genuine
unpredictability, the Russian Booker award retains its primacy in the
now thriving competition between publishers and prizes. For several
years supported by UDV, today the ‘Booker-Open Russia’ prize is sponsored by the Open Russia Foundation, financed by the Russian oil giant
Yukos.
The Russian prize remains as high-profile and controversial as its
Booker parent. Above all, it has fostered and supported the revival of a
strongly rooted Russian literary tradition. According to Jason Cowley,
‘The prize has galvanised the Russian novel at a time when increasing
numbers of people are neglecting fiction for the hard facts of newspapers, magazines and historical narratives.’ As the critic Lyudmila
Lantsova points out, ‘The Booker will continue to overshadow all other
prizes…because it takes skill to make people wait and talk and to create
hype around the shortlisted candidates.’
The jury identifies a shortlist of six books, and in the end names the
winner of the prize. The finalists receive $1,000 each and the laureate is
awarded $12,500 (since 2003, $15,000).
Among the winners and finalists of The Russian Booker Prize figure
the leading Russian prose writers: Vladimir Makanin, Georgy Vladimov,
Ludmila Ulitskaya, Tatyana Tolstaya; and others who count as the
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Booker-found new names: Olga Slavnikova, Mikhail Butov, Mikhail
Shishkin.

THE CAINE PRIZE FOR AFRICAN WRITING
The Caine Prize for African Writing was launched by Baroness Nicholson, MEP and Jonathan Taylor, with Nick Elam as administrator, in 2000.
The prize was named after Emma Nicholson’s late husband, Sir Michael
Caine, who had been Jonathan Taylor’s predecessor as Chairman of
Booker and of The Booker Prize. It was intended to achieve for African
writers some of the benefits that The Booker Prize had brought to
British and Commonwealth writers, with a value of $15,000 for a short
story of between 3,000 and 15,000 words, published in English (but translations were eligible and the internet was an acceptable mode of
publication) and by an African writer whose work reflected African
culture.
In 2003 there were 122 entries, up from about 60 in 2002. About one
third came from South Africa, about a third from Nigeria, about ten per
cent from Zimbabwe, five per cent from Kenya, four per cent from
Uganda and one each from Egypt, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Congo Brazzaville, Senegal, Zanzibar and Tunisia. From the entries the judges select a
shortlist of five; and from the shortlist a winner.
But more important than these bald facts are the effects of the prize
on the winners. The first winner, Leila Aboulela, a Sudanese writer in
English, has seen her work translated into Spanish, German, French,
Greek and Arabic, emblazoned always with the rubric ‘Winner of The
Caine Prize’, and her level of recognition as a writer of short stories,
novels and plays was immeasurably enhanced. The 2001 winner, Helon
Habila, a Nigerian, whose work was previously unknown outside Lagos,
was taken up on winning the prize by London literary agents Curtis
Brown and his first novel, Waiting for an Angel, has been published to
widespread critical acclaim. More recently he won the Africa section of
the Commonwealth Writers’ Prize. He is a writer-in-residence at East
Anglia University and is working on his second novel, with a publisher’s
advance of $50,000 to supplement the scholarship that was arranged for
him. Binyavanga Wainaina, the 2002 winner from Kenya, has also been
taken up by Curtis Brown. He has founded Kwani?, a new electronic literary journal for African writing in Kenya, and has the prospect of
joining Helon Habila at UEA. (Kwani?, incidentally, published a story by
a Kenyan writer which has been shortlisted subsequently; so we see a
multiplier effect already at work.) All three winners say their lives have
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been transformed by winning the prize.
The objectives of the prize – to bring to African writers readership,
reward and recognition – have been proved in a very short time. More
important than the prize money are recognition and readership, which
help ensure a future stream of income from international sales.
The prize has taken a further step forward by organising a series of
workshops for African writers, the first of which took place in South
Africa in 2003. In this way it is doing something positive to assist the creative process of African writing rather than simply rewarding the
product. The workshops bring together writers from different African
countries, some already published and others younger and not yet recognised, to work together and assist one another’s development. The Caine
Prize judging process enables it to identify potential participants among
published writers: two winners and four shortlisted candidates took part
in the first workshop. The workshop’s proceedings will be published.
The Caine Prize has swiftly attained the status of Africa’s leading prize
for literature published in English. It is awarded for a short story, as that
is the embodiment of the African story-telling tradition, but its winners
have all moved on to publish a full-length novel or are preparing one for
publication. It is providing encouragement and broader recognition for
African writers at a time when good news out of Africa is badly needed.

‘The prize has established itself as a British institution, rather like Derby Day.’
The Economist (1993)

‘I wonder whether it’s time to call a halt with book
prizes. There’s probably a case for cutting down on
the number of awards.’
Kingsley Amis speaking on the Today programme, BBC Radio 4 in
1995
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Who’s Who in The Man Booker Prize
THE BOOKER PRIZE FOUNDATION
In April 2002 the Big Food Group plc announced that new arrangements
had been made for The Booker Prize to protect its long-term future. The
Big Food Group transferred The Booker Prize, with certain safeguards,
to a new registered charity, the Booker Prize Foundation (BPF), which
would be responsible for its organisation and operation and for the securing of a new commercial sponsor. In April 2002 the Booker Prize
Foundation announced that the Man Group had won the coveted sponsorship, for an initial period of five years, during which time the prize
would be known as The Man Booker Prize for Fiction.
The historic archive, which chronicles the progress of the award since
it was established in 1969, and the Booker Prize website were transferred
to the BPF and the Foundation will continue to enjoy its ongoing broadcasting partnership with the BBC. It is the intention of both the Big Food
Group and BPF that the independence, integrity, importance and the
name of The Booker Prize should be preserved and enhanced.

THE MAN BOOKER ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The Man Group provides the financial backing for the prize, which is
administered by Martyn Goff, with backup from Colman Getty PR. The
Man Booker Prize is steered by an Advisory Committee whose prime
tasks are to select the judges and chairperson every year and to consider,
and amend as necessary, the rules of the prize.
The Committee represents all sides of the book world, along with
representatives from the Man Group and Booker. Its members are:

Martyn Goff, OBE (prize administrator and Chairman)
John Coldstream (writer)
Harriet Harvey-Wood (writer)
James Heneage (bookseller)
Caroline Michel (publisher)
David Sawday (Big Food Group plc)
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Deborah Rogers (literary agent)
Ion Trewin (publisher)
Professor Bob Usherwood (librarian)
Mark Harrison (BBC)
Harvey McGrath (Man Group plc)

BOOKER
Booker is part of the Big Food Group, which also includes Iceland Foods,
Woodward Foodservice and Expert Logistics. Booker is the UK’s leading
cash and carry operator with 177 branches serving over 450,000 retailers
and caterers across the country.

THE MAN BOOKER PRIZE ARCHIVE
In 2000 the decision was taken to donate any papers in existence relating
to The Booker Prize to Oxford Brookes University. As an academic institution located in Oxford and with its own publishing degree programme,
Oxford Brookes was seen as an eminently suitable location for the
archive.
Papers and books have been contributed on permanent loan by
Martyn Goff, Booker plc, Book Trust and Colman Getty PR. It is envisaged that the archive will be opened in September 2003 and will be
accessible to students and researchers worldwide.
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WINNERS, SHORTLISTED AUTHORS AND THE
PANELS OF JUDGES WHO CHOSE THEM,
1969 – 2003
1969
Winner
P.H. Newby
Something to Answer For
Faber & Faber
Shortlisted authors
Barry England
Figures in a Landscape
Cape
Nicholas Mosley
Impossible Object
Hodder & Stoughton
Iris Murdoch
The Nice and the Good
Chatto & Windus
Muriel Spark
The Public Image
Macmillan
G.M. Williams
From Scenes like These
Secker & Warburg
Judges
W.L. Webb*
Dame Rebecca West
Stephen Spender
Frank Kermode
David Farrer

1970
Winner
Bernice Rubens
The Elected Member
Eyre & Spottiswoode
Shortlisted authors
A.L. Barker
John Brown’s Body
Hogarth Press
Elizabeth Bowen
Eva Trout
Cape
Iris Murdoch
Bruno’s Dream
Chatto & Windus
William Trevor
Mrs Eckdorf in O’Neill’s
Hotel
Bodley Head
T.W. Wheeler
The Conjunction
Angus & Robertson
Judges
David Holloway*

1973

Dame Rebecca West
Lady Antonia Fraser
Ross Higgins
Richard Hoggart

Winner
J.G. Farrell
The Siege of Krishnapur
Weidenfeld & Nicolson

1971
Winner
V.S. Naipaul
In a Free State
Deutsch

Shortlisted authors
Beryl Bainbridge
The Dressmaker
Duckworth
Elizabeth Mavor
The Green Equinox
Michael Joseph
Iris Murdoch
The Black Prince Chatto
& Windus

Shortlisted authors
Thomas Kilroy
The Big Chapel Faber &
Faber
Doris Lessing
Briefing for a Descent into
Hell Cape
Mordecai Richler
St Urbain’s Horseman
Weidenfeld & Nicolson
Derek Robinson
Goshawk Squadron
Heinemann
Elizabeth Taylor
Mrs Palfrey at the Claremont Chatto & Windus

Judges
Karl Miller*
Edna O’Brien
Mary McCarthy

1974
Winners
Nadine Gordimer
The Conservationist Cape
Stanley Middleton
Holiday Hutchinson

Judges
John Gross*
Saul Bellow
John Fowles
Lady Antonia Fraser
Philip Toynbee

Shortlisted authors
Kingsley Amis
Ending Up Cape
Beryl Bainbridge
The Bottle Factory Outing
Duckworth
C.P. Snow
In Their Wisdom
Macmillan

1972
Winner
John Berger
G Weidenfeld & Nicolson

Judges
Ion Trewin*
A.S. Byatt
Elizabeth Jane Howard

Shortlisted authors
Susan Hill
Bird of Night Hamish
Hamilton
Thomas Keneally
The Chant of Jimmy
Blacksmith
Angus & Robertson
David Storey
Pasmore Longman

1975
Winner
Ruth Prawer Jhabvala
Heat and Dust
John Murray

Judges
Cyril Connolly*
Dr George Steiner
Elizabeth Bowen

Shortlisted author
Thomas Keneally
Gossip from the Forest
Collins



Judges
Angus Wilson*
Peter Ackroyd
Susan Hill
Roy Fuller

1976
Winner
David Storey
Saville Cape
Shortlisted authors
André Brink
An Instant in the Wind
W.H. Allen
R.C. Hutchinson
Rising Michael Joseph
Brian Moore
The Doctor’s Wife Cape
Julian Rathbone
King Fisher Lives Michael
Joseph
William Trevor
The Children of Dynmouth
Bodley Head
Judges
Walter Allen*
Mary Wilson
Francis King

1977
Winner
Paul Scott
Staying On Heinemann
Shortlisted authors
Paul Bailey
Peter Smart’s Confessions
Cape
Caroline Blackwood
Great Granny Webster
Duckworth
Jennifer Johnston
Shadows on our Skin
Hamish Hamilton
Penelope Lively
The Road to Lichfield
Heinemann
Barbara Pym
Quartet in Autumn
Macmillan
Judges
Philip Larkin*
Beryl Bainbridge
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Brendon Gill
David Hughes
Robin Ray

1978
Winner
Iris Murdoch
The Sea, the Sea
Chatto & Windus
Shortlisted authors
Kingsley Amis
Jake’s Thing Hutchinson
André Brink
Rumours of Rain
W.H. Allen
Penelope Fitzgerald
The Bookshop Duckworth
Jane Gardam
God on the Rocks Hamish
Hamilton
Bernice Rubens
A Five-Year Sentence
W.H. Allen
Judges
Sir Alfred Ayer*
Derwent May
P.H. Newby
Angela Huth
Clare Boylan

Shortlisted authors
John Arden
Silence Among the
Weapons Methuen
William Boyd
An Ice-Cream War
Hamish Hamilton
Lawrence Durrell
Constance or Solitary
Practices Faber & Faber
Alice Thomas Ellis
The 27th Kingdom
Duckworth
Timothy Mo
Sour Sweet Deutsch

Shortlisted authors
Anthony Burgess
Earthly Powers
Hutchinson
Anita Desai
Clear Light of Day
Heinemann
Alice Munro
The Beggar Maid Allen
Lane
Julia O’Faolain
No Country for Young
Men Allen Lane
Barry Unsworth
Pascali’s Island
Michael Joseph
J.L. Carr
A Month in the Country
Harvester

Shortlisted authors
Thomas Keneally
Confederates Collins
V.S. Naipaul
A Bend in the River
Deutsch
Julian Rathbone
Joseph Michael Joseph
Fay Weldon
Praxis Hodder &
Stoughton
Judges
Lord (Asa) Briggs*
Benny Green
Michael Ratcliffe
Hilary Spurling
Paul Theroux

1980
Winner
William Golding
Rites of Passage
Faber & Faber

Judges
Professor Richard Cobb*
Anthony Curtis
Polly Devlin
John Fuller
Ted Rowlands

1985
Judges
Professor John Carey*
Paul Bailey
Frank Delaney
Janet Morgan
Lorna Sage

Judges
Professor David Daiches*
Ronald Blythe
Margaret Forster
Claire Tomalin
Brian Wenham

1983
Winner
J.M. Coetzee
Life & Times of Michael K
Secker & Warburg

1981
Winner
Salman Rushdie
Midnight’s Children
Cape **

Shortlisted authors
Malcolm Bradbury
Rates of Exchange Secker
& Warburg
John Fuller
Flying to Nowhere
Salamander
Anita Mason
The Illusionist Hamish
Hamilton
Salman Rushdie
Shame Cape
Graham Swift
Waterland Heinemann

1979
Winner
Penelope Fitzgerald
Offshore Collins

In Custody Heinemann
Penelope Lively
According to Mark
Heinemann
David Lodge
Small World Secker &
Warburg

Shortlisted authors
Molly Keane
Good Behaviour Deutsch
Doris Lessing
The Sirian Experiments
Cape
Ian McEwan
The Comfort of Strangers
Cape
Ann Schlee
Rhine Journey Macmillan
Muriel Spark
Loitering with Intent
Bodley Head
D.M. Thomas
The White Hotel Gollancz
Judges
Professor Malcolm
Bradbury*
Brian Aldiss
Joan Bakewell
Samuel Hynes
Hermione Lee



Judges
Norman St John-Stevas*
Nina Bawden
J.W. Lambert
Joanna Lumley
Marina Warner

1986

1984

Shortlisted authors
Margaret Atwood
The Handmaid’s Tale
Cape
Paul Bailey
Gabriel’s Lament Cape
Robertson Davies
What’s Bred in the Bone
Viking
Kazuo Ishiguro
An Artist of the Floating
World Faber & Faber
Timothy Mo

Shortlisted authors
J.G. Ballard
Empire of the Sun
Gollancz
Julian Barnes
Flaubert’s Parrot Cape
Anita Desai

Winner
Thomas Keneally
Schindler’s Ark Hodder &
Stoughton

Shortlisted authors
Peter Carey
Illywhacker Faber &
Faber
J.L. Carr
The Battle of Pollocks
Crossing Viking
Doris Lessing
The Good Terrorist Cape
Jan Morris
Last Letters from Hav
Viking
Iris Murdoch
The Good Apprentice
Chatto & Windus

Judges
Fay Weldon*
Angela Carter
Terence Kilmartin
Peter Porter
Libby Purves

Winner
Anita Brookner
Hotel du Lac Cape

1982

Winner
Keri Hulme
The Bone People Hodder
& Stoughton

Winner
Kingsley Amis
The Old Devils
Hutchinson
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An Insular Possession
Chatto & Windus
Judges
Anthony Thwaite*
Edna Healey
Isabel Quigley
Gillian Reynolds
Bernice Rubens

1991

Philip French
Blake Morrison
Rose Tremain

Winner
Ben Okri
The Famished Road Cape

1989
Winner
Kazuo Ishiguro
The Remains of the Day
Faber & Faber

Shortlisted authors
Martin Amis
Time’s Arrow Cape
Roddy Doyle
The Van Secker &
Warburg
Rohinton Mistry
Such a Long Journey
Faber & Faber
Timothy Mo
The Redundancy of
Courage Chatto &
Windus
William Trevor
Reading Turgenev (from
Two Lives) Viking

1987
Winner
Penelope Lively
Moon Tiger Deutsch
Shortlisted authors
Chinua Achebe
Anthills of the Savannah
Heinemann
Peter Ackroyd
Chatterton Hamish
Hamilton
Nina Bawden
Circles of Deceit Macmillan
Brian Moore
The Colour of Blood Cape
Iris Murdoch
The Book and the Brotherhood Chatto & Windus
Judges
P.D. James*
Lady Selina Hastings
Allan Massie
Trevor McDonald
John B. Thompson

Shortlisted authors
Margaret Atwood
Cat’s Eye Bloomsbury
John Banville
The Book of Evidence
Secker & Warburg
Sybille Bedford
Jigsaw Hamish Hamilton
James Kelman
A Disaffection Secker &
Warburg
Rose Tremain
Restoration Hamish
Hamilton

Judges
Jeremy Treglown*
Penelope Fitzgerald
Jonathan Keates
Nicholas Mosley
Ann Schlee

Judges
David Lodge*
Maggie Gee
Helen McNeil
David Profumo
Edmund White

1992
Winners
Michael Ondaatje
The English Patient
Bloomsbury
Barry Unsworth
Sacred Hunger Hamish
Hamilton

1990
Winner
A.S. Byatt
Possession Chatto &
Windus

1988
Winner
Peter Carey
Oscar and Lucinda Faber
& Faber
Shortlisted authors
Bruce Chatwin
Utz Cape
Penelope Fitzgerald
The Beginning of Spring
Collins
David Lodge
Nice Work Secker &
Warburg
Salman Rushdie
The Satanic Verses Viking
Marina Warner
The Lost Father Chatto &
Windus
Judges
The Rt. Hon. Michael
Foot*
Sebastian Faulks

Shortlisted authors
Beryl Bainbridge
An Awfully Big Adventure
Duckworth
Penelope Fitzgerald
The Gate of Angels Collins
John McGahern
Amongst Women Faber
& Faber
Brian Moore
Lies of Silence
Bloomsbury
Mordecai Richler
Solomon Gursky Was Here
Chatto & Windus

Shortlisted authors
Christopher Hope
Serenity House Macmillan
Patrick McCabe
The Butcher Boy Picador
Ian McEwan
Black Dogs Cape
Michèle Roberts
Daughters of the House
Virago
Judges
Victoria Glendinning*
John Coldstream
Valentine Cunningham
Dr Harriet Harvey Wood
Mark Lawson

Judges
Sir Denis Forman*
Susannah Clapp
A. Walton Litz
Hilary Mantel
Kate Saunders

1993
Winner
Roddy Doyle
Paddy Clarke Ha Ha Ha
Secker & Warburg



Shortlisted authors
Tibor Fischer
Under the Frog Polygon
Michael Ignatieff
Scar Tissue Chatto &
Windus
David Malouf
Remembering Babylon
Chatto & Windus
Caryl Phillips
Crossing the River
Bloomsbury
Carol Shields
The Stone Diaries Fourth
Estate
Judges
Lord Gowrie*
Professor Gillian Beer
Anne Chisholm
Nicholas Clee
Olivier Todd

1994
Winner
James Kelman
How late it was, how late
Secker & Warburg
Shortlisted authors
Romesh Gunesekera
Reef Granta Books
Abdulrazak Gurnah
Paradise Hamish Hamilton
Alan Hollinghurst
The Folding Star Chatto
& Windus
George Mackay Brown
Beside the Ocean of Time
John Murray
Jill Paton Walsh
Knowledge of Angels
Green Bay
Judges
Professor John Bayley*
Rabbi Julia Neuberger
Dr Alastair Niven
Alan Taylor
James Wood

1995
Winner
Pat Barker
The Ghost Road Viking
Shortlisted authors
Justin Cartwright
In Every Face I Meet
Sceptre
Salman Rushdie
The Moor’s Last Sigh Cape
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Barry Unsworth
Morality Play Hamish
Hamilton
Tim Winton
The Riders Picador

2000

Rachel Billington
Jason Cowley
Jan Dalley
Professor Dan Jacobson

Winner
Margaret Atwood
The Blind Assassin
Bloomsbury

1998
Judges
George Walden, MP*
Kate Kellaway
Peter Kemp
Adam Mars-Jones
Ruth Rendell

1996
Winner
Graham Swift
Last Orders Picador
Shortlisted authors
Margaret Atwood
Alias Grace Bloomsbury
Beryl Bainbridge
Every Man for Himself
Duckworth
Seamus Deane
Reading in the Dark Cape
Shena Mackay
The Orchard on Fire
Heinemann
Rohinton Mistry
A Fine Balance Faber &
Faber
Judges
Carmen Callil*
Jonathan Coe
Ian Jack
A.L. Kennedy
A.N. Wilson

Winner
Ian McEwan
Amsterdam Cape
Shortlisted authors
Beryl Bainbridge
Master Georgie
Duckworth
Julian Barnes
England England Cape
Martin Booth
The Industry of Souls
Dewi Lewis
Patrick McCabe
Breakfast on Pluto
Picador
Magnus Mills
The Restraint of Beasts
Flamingo
Judges
Douglas Hurd*
Professor Valentine
Cunningham
Penelope Fitzgerald
Miriam Gross
Nigella Lawson

Shortlisted authors
Jim Crace
Quarantine Viking
Mick Jackson
The Underground Man
Picador
Bernard MacLaverty
Grace Notes Cape
Tim Parks
Europa Secker &
Warburg
Madeleine St John
The Essence of the Thing
Fourth Estate
Judges
Professor Gillian Beer*

2003

Judges
Simon Jenkins*
Professor Roy Foster
Mariella Frostrup
Caroline Gascoigne
Rose Tremain

Judges
John Carey*
A.C. Grayling
Francine Stock
Rebecca Stephens, MBE
D.J. Taylor

Winner
Peter Carey
True History of the Kelly
Gang Faber & Faber

Winner
J.M. Coetzee
Disgrace Secker &
Warburg

Shortlisted authors
Ian McEwan
Atonement Jonathan
Cape
Andrew Miller
Oxygen Sceptre
David Mitchell
number9dream Sceptre
Rachel Seiffert
The Dark Room
Heinemann
Ali Smith
Hotel World Hamish
Hamilton

1997
Winner
Arundhati Roy
The God of Small Things
Flamingo

Shortlisted authors
Trezza Azzopardi
The Hiding Place Picador
Michael Collins
The Keepers of Truth
Phoenix House
Kazuo Ishiguro
When we were Orphans
Faber & Faber
Matthew Kneale
English Passengers
Hamish Hamilton
Brian O’Doherty
The Deposition of Father
McGreevy Arcadia

2001

1999

Shortlisted authors
Anita Desai
Fasting, Feasting Chatto
& Windus
Michael Frayn
Headlong Faber & Faber
Andrew O’Hagan
Our Fathers Faber &
Faber
Ahdaf Soueif
The Map of Love
Bloomsbury
Colm Tóibín
The Blackwater Lightship
Picador

Judges
Kenneth Baker*
Philip Hensher
Michèle Roberts
Kate Summerscale
Professor Rory Watson

Judges
Gerald Kaufman*
Shena Mackay
John Sutherland
Boyd Tonkin
Natasha Walter

2002
Winner
Yann Martel
Life of Pi Canongate



Shortlisted authors
Rohinton Mistry
Family Matters Faber &
Faber
Carol Shields
Unless Fourth Estate
William Trevor
The Story of Lucy Gault
Viking
Sarah Waters
Fingersmith Virago
Tim Winton
Dirt Music Picador
Judges
Lisa Jardine*
David Baddiel
Russell Celyn Jones
Salley Vickers
Erica Wagner

*Chair
**In 1993, to mark the
twenty-fifth anniversary,
three former chairmen of
judges – Malcolm Bradbury, David Holloway and
W.L. Webb – were asked
to choose the book which
they believed to be the
best of the previous
winners. Their ‘Booker of
Bookers’ was Midnight’s
Children by Salman
Rushdie, which won The
Booker Prize in 1981.
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Mackays of Chatham
Originally established in the 1870s as a newspaper publisher, Mackays has
become one of the country’s leading producers of hardback and paperback books. Located in their current premises in Chatham, Kent, since
1971, the company now employs over 320 staff and produces in excess of
70 million books per year.
Using the latest technology in pre-press, printing and binding equipment, the company supplies many of the UK’s leading publishers.

PAPER MANAGEMENT SERVICES LTD
are pleased to support The 2003 Man Booker Prize.
Paper Management Services (PMS), established in 1982, identified the
need for an innovative out-placement facility for buying and procuring
paper, providing expertise, advice and full administration support to fill
the service gap. There are major cost implications if paper is not
managed properly. The PMS concept is one of partnership with its clients
from the outset, PMS being seen as a division within its clients’ management structure. Added benefits are that as a third-party company PMS is
accountable to its clients and has paper management knowledge at all
levels. PMS has recently invested heavily in its software and increased its
service options, flexibility and efficiencies.
March 2000 saw the acquisition of PMS by the James McNaughton
Group, part of M-Real, primarily for its management approach, the team
and PBS stock management software. PMS now has the added benefit of
operating as an autonomous unit whilst being part of one of the largest
fine paper groups in Europe. Steady growth now means that PMS are
managing in excess of 35,000 tonnes of book papers a year to an expanding portfolio of publisher and printer clients.

STORA ENSO
are very pleased to be involved with the production of The Man Booker
Prize for Fiction: 35 Years of the Best in Contemporary Fiction.
Paper is often a neglected component in the journey from author to
reader. However, there is no book without paper, which is integral to the
perceived value of a book. Those of us who love reading also love the feel
and portability of a book and paper can add a further dimension to its
seductive quality. Consider the paper and its origins: from the forest
76
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worker who plants seedlings in the quiet forests of Finland, to the growth
of the spruce and birch trees through snowy winters; the careful harvesting after forty years, followed by pulping and manufacture of the
paper to highly detailed specifications; and finally the long journey by
train, road or sea to printers across the world. The whole process conforms to strict environmental standards.
Paper represents a significant part of the production cost of a book.
Stora Enso mills produce 300–750 tonnes of book paper per day. Our
book paper qualities are available in a wide variety of shades and surfaces, with choice of thickness and grammage to meet the publishers’
needs for both monochrome and colour printing.
Stora Enso has manufacturing operations in nineteen countries, with
42,500 employees and an annual capacity of 15 million tonnes of forest
product. The head office is in Finland and there is an international office
in London.

‘You can say many things about The Booker Prize
but what you cannot afford to do, not if you care
about literature, is ignore it.’
Jason Cowley in The Times (1996)
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